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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 The concept of transgender identity is one that many people find difficult, 

offending, or even disgusting. Our national media has been known to display transgender 

individuals as objects to be stared at or to be bemused by. In recent months there have 

been many news articles discussing transpersons. In March, 2008 CNN reported that a 

transman from Hawaii had become pregnant with sperm from a local sperm bank.1 In 

September 2008, popular TV show America’s Next Top Model included its first 

transwoman; Isis managed to remain on the show through five full episodes despite the 

abuse she received from fellow models.2 In March of 2005, South Park aired several 

episodes detailing the transgender experience of the character named Mr. Garrison.3 Even 

Fox TV show Bones included an investigation of a transgender body, complete with 

difficulties of gender acceptance by the primary characters of Booth and Bones.4 These 

instances indicate a rise in the amount of transgender identity being portrayed in the 

media and a need for further understanding of transgender identity and the ways in which 

it is constructed. I use rhetorical analysis, specifically close textual analysis, to extract 

and examine the ways in which transgender individuals describe themselves, how they 

                                                           
1 Goldman, R. and K. Thompson. ‘Pregnant man’ gives birth to girl. 
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/story?id=5302756 (accessed October 10, 2008). 
2 Transgender Contestant to Compete on Top Model. August 13, 2008. US Magazine.  
3 South Park: Mr. Garrison’s Fancy New Vagina March 2005.  
http://www.southparkstudios.com/guide/901. (accessed May 20, 2008). 
4 Jerslid, Sarah. “Bones Pushes Some Buttons.” Zaptoit.com. 
http://blog.zap2it.com/ithappenedlastnight/2008/10/bones-pushes-so.html (accessed October 10, 2008). 
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utilize language to self identify, are described in the courts of law, and perform identity 

on stage. 

 Perspectives used to describe the transgender experience are varied and come 

from multiple elements of scholarship in the medical, communication, cultural, and 

theatrical fields. Definitions of what it means to be transgender range from someone who 

simply does not feel like his/her body and mind match to someone who has had a 

complete sex change operation and is living full time as the preferred gender. Included in 

the history of this experience are ways in which the culture attempts to harmonize itself 

and find middle ground between the various definitions and identities. One way in which 

the culture attempts to unify its experience is through the language used by members of 

transgender communities. The use of close textual analysis helps to explore the language 

created identity of transpersons. 

 Scholarly work on the culture and language of transgender individuals 

traditionally is restricted in two ways: either a) an author is transgender and is writing 

from a perspective within the culture or b) researchers are studying transgender cultures 

through quantitative means to determine sexual preferences, disease ramifications, and 

homelessness, just to mention a few of the recent quantitative studies. Few studies move 

beyond surface explorations of transgender identity, and even fewer address transgender 

language. This research fulfills a need in the communication and theatre disciplines to 

further understanding of transgender identity. 
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Review of the Literature 

Transgender History 

 Transpersons are not a new phenomena. Through history accounts of those who 

fail to fit sexual norms occur, though such accounts are not prevalent. Prior to the 

recognition of transgender or transsexual identity as such, a group called by the incoming 

colonials “berdache” were recognized by the Native Americans. These individuals were 

said to live apart and be deemed good luck for the tribe; often, these individuals were 

considered extremely spiritual. Translated, berdache means to have two souls in one 

body; such individuals are now considered to be a “middle gender.”5 According to Leslie 

Feinberg, this Native American subculture prefers to be known as “two-souled.”6 Nearly 

one hundred years after the Native American “two-souled” people came now-famous 

transgender Christina Jorgenson. Born male, Jorgenson traveled to Europe for a 

castration surgery before returning to the United States and having a semi-structured 

vagina created.7 Following the return of Jorgenson, the media became interested in the 

concept of transsexualism and the medical field, under the guidance of Harry Benjamin, 

took control of those who tested positive for gender dysphoria.8 Once the medical 

community controlled the fate of transpersons, medical research increased. Improved 

medical procedures led to an increase in surgical treatment of gender identity disorder, 

rather than hormone or psychiatric treatment. During the period from 1950 to 1970, 

                                                           
5 Stryker, Susan and Stephen Wittle, eds. 2006. The transgender studies reader. New York: Taylor and 
Francis Press.  
6 Feinberg, Leslie. 1996. Transgender Warriors. Boston: Beacon Press. 
7 Feinberg, Leslie. 1996. Transgender Warriors. Boston: Beacon Press. 
8 “Standards of Care for Gender Identity Disorders.” 2001. The International Journal of Transgenderism. 5. 
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surgery was the primary method of treatment, and successfully transitioned men and 

women were encouraged to blend back into society.9 In the 1970s, Benjamin began to 

work towards a more complete treatment of transpersons and so, in 1979, he and a 

committee of doctors created the “Harry Benjamin Standards of Care for Gender Identity 

Disorders.” Since its inception in 1979, the Standards of Care has been updated several 

times, most recently in 1998.10  

 As care for transpeople became more encompassing, transpeople began to refuse 

to fade back into normalcy after surgery and treatment. The 1980s saw a surge of gender 

“outlaws” who began to be very active in theoretical discussions as well as physical 

demonstrations. Groups focused on transgender rights began to grow and collect 

followings. The two most prominent groups were the Transsexual Menace and 

GenderPAC, both connected with Riki Wilchins.11 The groups and their activities are 

precluded by other activist groups including ACT-UP and Queer Nation, both started in 

1992, as well as an even older group created by Marsha Johnson and Sylvia Rivera in the 

1970s called Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR).12 An experience that 

lies at the heart of transgender culture is that of Camp Trans. Started in 1994 by Nancy 

Burkholder, Camp Trans is built on animosity between lesbians and transgender women. 

The original battle began in 1973 at the West Coast Lesbians Conference when 

transwoman Beth Elliot was forced from the stage after she admitted to being trans. For 
                                                           
9 Green, R. and J. Money. 1969. Transsexualism and sex reassignment. Baltimore: John  Hopkins Press. 
10 “Standards of Care for Gender Identity Disorders.” 2001. The International Journal of Transgenderism. 
5. 
11 Wilchins, Riki. 1997. Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and the End of Gender. Firebrand Books, Ithaca, 
New York. 
12 Riki Ann Wilchins. 1997. Read my Lips. New York, Firebrand Books. 14. 
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the next two decades, transwomen and lesbians battled for entrance into each others’ 

events. During the twenty-year span in which groups gathered to protest, a transgender 

culture forged through language and experience began to appear.13 From the 

communication forged as transmen and women began to fight for equal rights inside and 

outside of the GLBTQ community came a need for advocacy from and education for 

those outside the community. The 1990s saw a huge upswing in the number of 

transgender publications; a large portion of the research available for this thesis would 

not be accessible prior to 1990. Into this empty space of rights advocacy and educational 

needs enter the texts in this thesis. The court case in 1975 is the fourth such case in the 

United States, and only the second decided in favor of the transgender plaintiff.14 In 

1994, Kate Bornstein shot to the attention of the theatrical world with her play, Hidden: A 

Gender, performing gender to help illuminate the fluidity of gender. The final text, Carrie 

Davis’ speech, occurred on the streets of New York in 1999 sending a message of 

compassion and a call for understanding. These events, and the events that continue 

today, create the context into which the transgender identity has grown.  

Defining Transgender 

 Transgender is an umbrella term encompassing multiple levels of gender 

dysphoria. This includes transsexuals, some people who self-identify as transgender but 

have not taken any kind of drug therapy, individuals who have had some therapy but not 

sexual reassignment surgery as well as other, person specific instances. In the book True 

                                                           
13 Jackson, Rachel. “Camp Trans.” 2008. http://www.camp-trans.org/pages/ct-history.html. (Accessed 
October 14, 2008). 
14 “Transgender Law Center.” 2007. http://www.transgenderlawcenter.org// (Accessed July 20, 2008). 
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Selves, authors Mildred Brown and Chloe Rounsley define transsexual as “individuals 

who strongly feel that they are, or ought to be, the opposite sex. The body they were born 

with does not match their own inner conviction and mental image of who they are or 

want to be. Neither are they comfortable with the gender role society expects them to 

play based on that body.”15 Rounsley and Brown use the word transsexual 

interchangeably with transgender, which has come into popularity since 1996, when the 

book was first published. Members of the transgender culture use terms such as trannie, 

tran, trans, “T,” t-girl, and t-guy to self identify. Those who stand outside the culture are 

limited in the words that are socially acceptable by the transgender culture. These terms 

include transgender, transsexual, transman, transwoman, transfolk, transpersons, and 

transpeople. Understanding of the term transgender and transsexual makes the rhetorical 

analysis performed in the following chapters bear more weight on the language choices 

made by the speakers.  

The Medically Transgender Experience 

 Dr. Harry Benjamin is considered the father of transsexual reassignment surgery 

in the United States.16 It was to him that Christine Jorgenson, the first highly publicized 

male to female (MTF) transgender person, came after the European removal of her 

genitals. Dr. Christian Hamburger originally operated to remove Christine’s penis and 

testicals, and later referred many other transgender persons to Dr. Benjamin. Benjamin 

published the first article on transsexualism in the now extinct International Journal of 

                                                           
15 Brown, Mildred and Chloe Rounsley. 1996. True Selves. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 6. 
16 Green, Richard, M.D. and John Money, Ph.D. 1969. Transsexualism and Sex Reassignment. Baltimore: 
John Hopkins Press. 
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Sexology.17 In an effort to enhance understanding of transgender emotions and gender 

dysphoria, Dr. John Money and Dr. Richard Green furthered the research on 

transsexualism and sex reassignment with multiple studies and publications. In 1969 

Money and Green published a collection of medical articles gathered around the theme of 

transgender identity, diagnosis, and treatment. These articles provide a portion of the 

medical background of this essay. There are psychological and physical reasons for 

transgender surgery and therapy treatment; our medical society is often more concerned 

with the ways in which transgender identity can be solidified through physical processes.  

Physical Effects of Gender Dysphoria.  

Physically, transgender people are those who are born with a set of genitalia 

belonging to one gender, or both, who have been raised according to either male or 

female gender norms, but who wish to either live as and/or have the sex organs associated 

with the opposite sex.18 Anne Bolin (1994) argues, “these individuals form a transgender 

community that is in the process of creating not just a third gender but the possibility of 

numerous genders and multiple social identities.”19 A large number of other transgender 

writers agree with Bolins’ concept of multiple genders created both physically and 

                                                           
17 Green, Richard, M.D. and John Money, Ph.D. 1969. Transsexualism and Sex Reassignment. Baltimore: 
John Hopkins Press. 
18 Bolin, Ann. 1994. Transcending and Transgendering: Male-to-Female Transsexuals, Dichotomy and 
Diversity. in Third Sex, Third Gender: Beyond Sexual Dimorphism in Culture and History, ed. Gilbert 
Herdt. New York: Zone Books, 334. 
19 Bolin, Ann. 1994. Transcending and Transgendering: Male-to-Female Transsexuals, Dichotomy and 
Diversity. in Third Sex, Third Gender: Beyond Sexual Dimorphism in Culture and History, ed. Gilbert 
Herdt. New York: Zone Books, 447. 
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psychologically.20 Indeed, sexual pairing between genders could theoretically number 

infinitely. Martine Rothblatt supports Bolins argument, “There are five billion people in 

the world and five billion unique sexual identities. Genitals are as irrelevant to one’s role 

in society as skin tone.”21 The actual process of surgically or representationally becoming 

a new gender is very difficult, however, and is often considered a necessary step towards 

becoming correctly gendered. Transgender individuals who chose not to have genital 

reconstruction surgery often find themselves having difficulties being recognized as their 

preferred gender.22 

 In her book Gender Outlaw, Kate Bornstein describes the surgical process to 

become female. As a male to female transgender, she has intimate experience into the 

entire process. She writes that the gender configuration process begins with between one 

and two years of therapy, during which an individual can begin hormone therapy. Once a 

transgender individual has maintained therapy and been cleared by at least two 

psychologists, the newly termed pre-trans or pre-transition transgender, undergoes a “Life 

Test.” A life test involves living as the desired gender for a least a year and sometimes 

longer depending on the amount of necessary adjustment. This phase can start slowly and 

progress as the individual feels more comfortable entering society in the new sexual 

identity. For instance, my friend began wearing skirts and dresses at home, then out to 

                                                           
20 See works by Martine Rothblatt, Kate Bornstein, Pat Califa, Beverly Dent, Tracie O’Keefe & Katrina 
Fox, and Riki Wilchins to begin. 
21 Rothblatt, Martine. 1995. The Apartheid of Sex. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc. xiii 
22 See M.T. v. J.T (1975) in which the court decided that one was only female or male if one could perform 
sexually as the presented gender. 
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neighborhoods where she was not recognized, and has finished by wearing women’s 

attire to work and at all times.23  

 Bornstein details the surgical methods of creating both a penis and vagina. The 

first technique of creating a penis for female to male transgender individuals involves 

“take[ing] a skin graft, either from the inner thigh or the belly, literally roll[ing] it up, and 

attach[ing] it at the top of the thigh and the bottom of the belly. Then the patient has to lie 

in bed for four weeks or so while this heals up, to make sure the blood is going fine . . . 

Then they remove one end from the thigh . . . They don’t have a way to extend the 

urethra through this penis, so the man must pee through the same urethral opening he had 

when he was a woman.”24 This method is called the suitcase handle by the transgender 

culture. Additional surgeries to create female and male sexual organs are highly complex 

and have multiple options with regards to the amount of removal and construction that 

can be performed. These surgeries include, but are not limited to, removal of the testes, 

inversion of the penis, sculpting of the labial lips, and construction of a clitoris in a male 

to female transgender.25 For a female transgender surgeries include a complete 

mastectomy; phalloplasy using the Gillies tube, “tube within a tube” method, suitcase 

handle method, or free tissue flap transfer (FTFT); or metoidioplasty, which involves 

releasing the clitoris to allow it to enlarge.26 Instead of, or in addition to, surgery pre-trans 

individuals undergo hormone therapy, taking either estrogen or testosterone to create 

                                                           
23 Jill [psued.]. 2007, phone. Interview by Prairie Endres-Parnell. 
24 Bornstein, Kate. 19994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge, 16-17. 
25 Bornstein, Kate. 19994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge, 16-17. 
26 Green, James, MD. 1994. Getting Real About FTM Surgery. Chrysalis Quarterly 9. 
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changes in the physical body. It is more common for a male to female transperson to 

create a vagina than it is for a female to male transperson to create a penis. Often, FTM 

transpersons stop the physical changes after having a mastectomy.  

Male to female transition surgeries are more common than those of female to 

male and have the potential to be more successful. Brown and Rounsley offer the 

following general statistics for number of transpersons who have had surgery: “Roughly 

1 per 30,000 adult males and 1 per 100,000 adult females seek sex reassignment surgery . 

. . In the United States an estimated 6,000 to 10,000 transsexuals had undergone SRS by 

1988.”27 The success of male to female transition surgery is often attributed to the ability 

to use previously existing material in the penis rather than creating new material from the 

leg or other parts of the body.28 Bornstein describes the process of penile inversion, the 

most common MTF surgery choice:  

They lay the penis out, and make an incision down the length of it, pull the skin 
open, scrape out the spongy stuff, being very careful not to disturb the blood 
vessels and nerves. The scrotal sac is laid open, the testicles are removed . . . then 
they take the tip of the penis and start pushing it in. Kind of like turning a sock 
inside out . . . So that the outside of the penis becomes the wall of the new vagina. 
. . . They create a kind of clitoris, using the spongy material from the perineum.29  
 

 Surgically, the transition from male to female works much better than that of female to 

male. Even without surgery, however, female to male transgenders have an easier time 

“passing” in the real world, despite a lack of male genitals. A member of the transgender 

population in the northwest suggested that these transmen have less to fear from sexual 

                                                           
27 Brown, Mildred and Chloe Rounsley. 1996. True Selves. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 9. 
28 Brown, Mildred and Chloe Rounsley. 1996. True Selves. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 10. 
29 Bornstein, Kate. 19994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge, 17. 
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predators, as well as being excused from heteronormative stereotypes due to a closer 

resemblance to the male figure. This lack of fear and closer physical match enables the 

transmen to feel more comfortable in their skin, thus feeling and appearing more 

natural.30  

 The technical details associated with the actual usage of either a newly 

constructed penis or vagina are vast and relatively unnecessary to this thesis. Suffice to 

say that both male to female and female to male transgender people can have sexual 

intercourse and achieve orgasm for themselves and their partners. Indeed, some scholars 

have argued that it is the ability to have sexual intercourse that allows the transgender 

individual any rights at all under United States law.31 This will be further examined in 

Chapter Three. 

Mental Effects of Gender Dysphoria.  

The primary interest in the communication, performance studies, theatre and 

psychology fields lies within the mental and cultural viewing of gender. Many scholars 

explore how gender is expressed, how it is viewed internally, and how a transgender 

person is perceived by those around him or her. One theorist in particular, Janice 

Raymond, takes a different approach. She argues:  

Transsexualism is basically a social problem whose cause cannot be explained 
except in relation to the sex roles and identities that a patriarchal society 
generates. Through hormonal and surgical means, transsexuals reject their 
‘native’ bodies, especially the sexual organs, in favor of the body and the sexual 
organs of the opposite sex. They do this mainly because the body and the 
genitalia, especially, come to incarnate the essence of their rejected masculinity 

                                                           
30 Jill [psued.]. 2007, phone. Interview by Prairie Endres-Parnell. 
31 See Chapter Two. 
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and desired femininity. Thus transsexualism is the result of socially prescribed 
definitions of masculinity and femininity.32  
 

Raymond’s book creates an anti-transgender argument. It and others like it are 

outnumbered by scholarly research that supports and argues for transpersons. Raymond 

offers to the study of transgender language and identity a critically composed viewpoint 

often expressed in the national sentiment. Transgender scholars, those who are either 

transgender themselves, or pro-trans rights, argue their cases much more emotionally, and 

with less of a power appeal, than Raymond. Raymond’s argument does not allow for 

inherent genetic structures and instead focuses solely on societal pressures on the 

individual to be perceived in one fashion or another. This perception does not account for 

instances when children have been raised counter to their gender and later accepted or 

rejected the conditioning, as does Richard Ekins. Everywhere transgender identities touch 

lives there is dissonance, doubt, fear, and rejection; Raymond gives a well-written 

glimpse into possible national sentiment and her work has received responses from 

persons across the GLBTQ community. Sandy Stone attacked Raymond in her article 

“The Empire Strikes Back.” Stone springboards off Raymond’s argument by exploring 

the ways in which sexual dissonance and tension between masculine and feminine 

displace the cultural norms and force the viewer to see gender in new ways: 

To attempt to occupy a place as speaking subject within the traditional gender 
frame is to become complicit in the discourse that one wishes to deconstruct. 
Rather, we can seize upon the textual violence inscribed in the transsexual body 
and turn it into a reconstructive force ... Butler introduces the concept of cultural 
intelligibility , and suggested that the contextualized and resigned ‘masculinity’ of 
the butch, seen against a culturally intelligible ‘female’ body, invokes a 

                                                           
32 Raymond, Janice. 1994. The Transsexual Empire. New York: Teachers College Press, 16. 
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dissonance that body generates a sexual tension and constitutes the object of 
desire ... The lesbian butch or femme both recall the heterosexual scene but 
simultaneously displace it.33 

 
As gender is displaced through the new way of viewing, the door is opened for the viewer 

to see gender in a new light. From this vantage point comes the concept of the third 

gender, discussed later in this literature review. 

 In an argument similar to Raymonds, Richard Ekins (1997) explores reports from 

male to female transgender individuals on ways the now-women displayed feminine 

habits while young boys. Ekins claims that through his studies he encountered two 

methods of “male femaling,” his term for transgender identity changes. These two 

methods consist of either the male taking the initiative to become female and 

experiencing sexual pleasure through the performance of being female, or the male being 

taught to be female by another female. He tells us “Whereas Peter B (Paula [transgender 

name]) found himself taking the initiative in the events which led up to his beginning 

femaling, frequently the beginning femaler is variously seduced into it by a female.”34 

Even in speaking of transgender persons, Ekins lacks tact and acceptance for the 

transgender person, referring to the women by their male names, and using the pronoun 

he instead of she. Writers from within the transgender experience speak vehemently 

against this type of gender realignment through language, as I will discuss later in this 

literature review, as well as in Chapters Three and Four. 

                                                           
33 Stone, Sandy. 2006.The Empire Strikes Back. In The Transgender Studies Reader, eds Susan Stryker and 
Stephen Whittle. 230. Routledge, New York. 
34 Ekins, R. 1997. Male femaling. New York: Routledge. 
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 Mentally and physically, transgender men and women face stigma and oppression 

through hate speech, rejection from the job force, anger and disengagement from 

families, and physical abuse. From the early 1950’s when Christine Jorgensen came to 

worldwide attention to now, transgender people have fought for equality in the various 

arenas of work, marriage, health care, and mental care. The growth of the mental health 

field with regards to transgender issues reflects this. Vern and Bonnie Bullough (1993) 

historicize the changes in transgender mental health and treatment in their text Cross 

Dressing, Sex, and Gender. In the early half of the 20th century, transgender people were 

primarily undercover and had very few options. Most went to medical doctors rather than 

psychiatrists when they first had issues with their gender. Options for men and women 

included castration, hysterectomies, oophorectomies, or removal of the ovaries, and 

mastectomies. Hormone treatment began to be administered, though there were long 

ranging side effects of the medication, including cancer.  

Diagnosis of Gender Dysphoria 

 Diagnosis for what became known as gender dysphoria gradually became focused 

on “a long-standing preference for the role (not just the appearance) of the opposite 

sex.”35 In 1980, transsexualism became a recognized illness in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, though the definition was revised in 1987, and is 

in discussion for being revised again as this work progresses. In 1981, a group of 

researchers decided that sexual reassignment surgery (SRS) was the preferred method of 

                                                           
35 Bullough, Vern and Bonnie Bullough, 1993. Cross Dressing, Sex, and Gender. 259. Philadelphia, 
University of Pennsylvania Press. 
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treating gender dysphoria and transgender people.36 While this method was 

recommended, as the 80s and 90s progressed more psychologists felt that transgender 

identity problems could be dealt with using therapy. It is from this background that 

arguments such as those presented by Raymond and Ekins get their beginnings. The 

psychotherapy community heard some voices that proclaimed sexual reassignment 

surgery to be simply a means for homosexuals to alleviate their guilt over same sex 

attraction.37 The current holding by the psychiatric community is that “both gender and 

sexual orientation are the result of a combination of nature and nurture.”38  

 Transgender persons have the genetic possibilities of being XY and XX, as well 

as many other potential genetic combinations that can indicate gender dysphoria at the 

chromosomal level. As Marline Rothblatt shows, “it is not true that all legally defined 

women are XX and all legally defined men are XY. Hundreds of thousands of people are 

born with all manner of chromosomal variations, including XXY and X, among others.”39 

Rothblatt mentions transsexual Renee Richards, whom the Olympic judges ruled as an 

XY female; unsubstantiated rumors abound about other famous XY females including 

movie star Jamie Lee Curtis.  

 Most often, authors and transgender persons feel that gender dysphoria is a mental 

condition solved by sexual reassignment surgery, or at least a minimum of physical 

                                                           
36 Bullough, Vern and Bonnie Bullough, 1993. Cross Dressing, Sex, and Gender. 265. Philadelphia, 
University of Pennsylvania Press. 
37 Bullough, Vern and Bonnie Bullough, 1993. Cross Dressing, Sex, and Gender. 267. Philadelphia, 
University of Pennsylvania Press. 
38 Bullough, Vern and Bonnie Bullough, 1993. Cross Dressing, Sex, and Gender. 275. Philadelphia, 
University of Pennsylvania Press. 
39 Rothblatt, Martine. 1995. The apartheid of sex. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc. 6-7. 
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treatment such as hormones or partial reassignment surgery. This becomes a way of 

making the outside look like the inside. My transgender friend told me that she felt 

disconnected from her body starting at the age of four. Over a series of interviews Jill 

described feeling like her penis was disgusting, her body did not appear the way she 

expected when she looked in the mirror, and her automatic, bodily reactions were much 

different that was she expected in her mind. Kate Bornstein, Pat Califia, and Riki Anne 

Wilchins express similar stories.  

 As of the final edit of this thesis, my friend has been living as a woman for about 

six months. She has been forcibly removed from the mens’ restroom, despite her penis, 

and asked to use the women’s restroom; she now does so always. She had chosen 

originally not to undergo sexual reassignment surgery, and to instead keep her penis; 

however, she is now contemplating the creation of a vagina. I relate this story to further 

illustrate that transgender individuals have multiple options through which to define and 

perform the chosen gender with or without surgery. It is also important to note that the 

construction of gender in any way, either physically or mentally, is an ongoing process, 

one that is renovated as the individual deems necessary. Medical science can only aid 

individuals as much as the individual will allow. Many psychologists and medical doctors 

are content to stop surgical treatment at the point at which the patient is comfortable with 

his or her physical self. The law and language of identity are different matters entirely, 

unfortunately. Those transgender individuals who decide that their bodies are fine 

without surgery, or with limited amounts of surgery, occupy a liminal space often called 

the 3rd gender. Neither fully male or female, but a composite image of both, or fluidly 
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moving from one to the other with a whim moves the transperson beyond the scope of the 

legal understanding of identity. This grey area will be further explored in Chapter 2.  

Transgender Language Construction 

 Many of the texts I use for this literature review have viewed the transsexual 

experience as a phenomenon, a happening along the lines of a 1960s sit in. Indeed, 

Califia opens Sex Changes with the term “psychic hermaphrodite,” feeling it was not 

right to change from female to male, but that female was not quite right either. The act of 

being gendered is, for Califia, a phenomenon, something that is dual and neither male nor 

female. Wilchins also moves back and forth between male and female to create new 

understandings of gender. It is these transsexual authors whose work interests me the 

most in this literature review as their stories provide the basis for the rhetorical 

construction of transgender language. There are other articles about transgender language 

and verbal constructions as well as articles about actual voice patterns and physical 

surgeries as previously detailed, but it is the language of the culture I investigate, not the 

theoretical conceptions of medical and psychiatric personnel. Moreover, trans individuals 

have self-identified as a culture as defined by the Oxford English Dictionary: “ The 

distinctive ideas, customs, social behavior, products, or way of life of a particular society, 

people, or period. Hence: a society or group characterized by such customs, etc.”40 In 

fitting with this general definition of culture, transpersons are not necessarily wrong in 

proclaiming their cultural identity as defined by sex, gender, behavior, and way of life. 

                                                           
40 Oxford English Dictionary. Online. 2008. Accessed through Texas Tech. (Accessed March 2007). 
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This culture is apparent though the language choices made by the culture about itself as 

well as the ways in which transpersons self-report connections to other transpersons.  

 Gender Outlaw is an example of the use of transgender language in narrative 

form. The text is an amalgamation of poetry, reprinted interviews, technical facts, stories, 

pictures, a play, and interjections. The writing style is personal, gendered, and opinioned. 

I look next at the “Frequently Asked Questions” page my friend wrote for the people at 

her workplace. The language used by my friend is direct, poetical, and descriptive.41 Riki 

Anne Wilchins is the third author read. Chapter two of Read my Lips is “Seventeen things 

you DON’T say to a transsexual” and includes sample dialogue of the (hopefully) well-

meaning “normals.” The treatment of language is light-hearted and bold, answering 

questions that tact should have kept the rest of us from asking. For example Wilchins 

answers question number fifteen “Is it true that transsexuals are ‘women trapped in men’s 

bodies’?” with “Yes, that’s right. In my own case, they had to call in both the Fire 

Department and the EMS and even then it took them hours to cut me out. Luckily I had 

my Walkman and some wonderful Judy Garland tapes, so it wasn’t to [sic] awful a 

wait.”42 Many transgender writers, including my friend, use humor to defuse the personal 

narratives they are attempting to convey. Humor disguises the pain of the question, the 

forcible intrusion of the questioner, and the potentially difficult explanation of gender and 

identity.  

                                                           
41 Jill [psued.]. 2007, phone. Interview by Prairie Endres-Parnell. 
42 Wilchins, Riki Ann, 1997. Read my Lips, 30. New York: Firebrand Books. 
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 It is Wilchins who begins to explore transgender identity and language through 

theory, visiting Foucault and Butler to explore how language creates gender and our 

mental images of self. She argues:  

We must construct what our bodies can be said to mean and to look like. We rely 
upon other members of our speech community to do this, since it is in the 
meanings reflected back at us through culture that we find truth. Almost 
everything about bodies is discovered through comparison from the collection of 
meanings stored in a common language …43  
 

Included in Wilchins texts is a “Menace Statement” to Dr. Janice Raymond, mentioned 

earlier. Menace is a transsexual group created through the unification of transsexual 

protesters. Wilchins is one of the founders, though she continued on to create 

GenderPAC, which is a separate political group. The statement, read by Wilchins at a 

debate during Raymond’s book signing, confronts the ideas of language and gender as 

societal constructions:  

Ideas have effects. It is clear that as transgendered men and women, we face two 
kinds of violence each day. One is the larger violence, that perpetrated by straight 
society on our bodies . . . This invisibility is facilitated by the smaller violence, 
that perpetrated by writers and theorists like you who, by their insistence that our 
men are really women, or our women are really men . . . serve to lend the gender 
bashing of transsexual men and women a social, and respectable, face to show the 
world.44  
 

Throughout her book, Wilchins explores how gender is a constructed performance, 

though language and visual images. Her work draws on much previous scholarship, 

including work by female to male transgender activist Patrick Califia. Sex Changes is a 

highly theoretical text that analyzes and explicates the ways in which gender is fluid and 

                                                           
43 Wilchins, Riki Ann, 1997. Read my Lips, 40. New York: Firebrand Books. 
44 Wilchins, Riki Ann, 1997. Read my Lips, 62. New York: Firebrand Books. 
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active as a political event. At the time of Sex Changes publication, 1997, Califia was 

diagnosed with gender dysphoria but did not want sexual reassignment surgery. By 2003 

Califia fully transitioned from female to male through surgery, and changed his name to 

Patrick.45 His work in Sex Changes is primarily concerned with the politics and history of 

transgender people. This work is of interest in this review because of his use of narrative 

to further the political goals of the text. Califia includes personal narratives as well as 

stories gathered from other transgender persons to show how politics affects the culture 

as a whole. The use of narrative is another strong theme in transgender writing and is 

often used by those writing in an attempt to personalize the struggle that transgender 

individuals face. Use of narrative themes enable the transgender culture to privilege their 

own voices within the greater, normative culture. The use of narratives also enable the 

writer/speaker to connect emotionally with the audience. The use of the story, however, 

privileges the transgender perspective, limiting positive interplay between 

heteronormative society and the transgender culture by casting heteronormative culture as 

the “bad guy.” This interplay can be seen, as can the work of the 3rd gender, in feminist 

literature. 

Feminist Literature and the Third Gender 

 The line between feminist, queer, and transgender studies is often a point of 

contestation and disagreement. Each new wave of scholarship attempts to work 

transgender studies into specific locations within the larger body of rhetorical, 

                                                           
45 “Featured Author: Patrick Califia,” Suspect Thoughts, http://www.suspectthoughtspress.com/califia.html 
(accessed October 7, 2007). 
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anthropological, qualitative, and quantitative work. Essays published on feminist theory 

discuss the difficulties inherent in defining gender and sexuality much as essays on 

transgender identity focus on those same difficulties. As Donna Haraway writes in her 

essay “A Cyborg Manifesto,” “ It has become difficult to name one’s feminism by a 

single adjective--or even to insist in every circumstance upon the noun . . . There is 

nothing about being ‘female’ that naturally binds women. There is not even such a state 

as ‘being’ female . . .”46 Similar statements are made by Carol Riddell, who explains 

feminism as theory centered around sexism and sex-role oppression, as well as by 

Suzanne Kessler and Wendy McKenna.47 Kessler and McKenna use quantitative research 

to show the ways in which normative culture is dominated by a masculine reality. For 

Kessler and McKenna, the only sign of the female presence is the total absence of male 

signs. For transgender identity, this supports my statements, as well as those by others, 

that female to male transpersons have an easier time passing than do male to female 

transpersons. As Kessler and McKenna show, “it is the penis which is conspicuous and 

apparently impossible to ignore, and it is the male figure which dominates the reality of 

gender.”48 The dominance of masculinity creates a situation into which transgender 

identity challenges social norms by being neither male nor female but a hybrid, a 

construction caught somewhere in-between.  

                                                           
46 Haraway, Donna. 2006. A Cyborg Manifesto. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds Susan 
Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 107. 
47 Riddell, Carol. 2006. Divided Sisterhood: A Critical Review of Janice Raymond’s The Transsexual 
Empire. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, 
New York.  
48 Kesller, Suzanne & Wendy McKenna. 2006. Toward a Theory of Gender. Published in The Transgender 
Studies Reader. Eds Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 168. 
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Regardless of the ways in which transgender theory and identity is managed 

within gender and feminism studies as a whole it is impossible to forget that gender is 

physical constructed through medical procedures; at the very least the transperson has 

undergone psychiatric counseling, perhaps hormone therapy, and perhaps some kind of 

physical gender reconstruction. Physical construction of gender aside, a transperson must 

still negotiate identity through the pre-existing cultural norms. These norms include, as 

mentioned previously, a patriarchal bias that clouds perceptions about gender both in the 

individual and in those who are reading the individual. Lou Sullivan, self proclaimed 

transvestite, argues that the projected image concept, borrowed from the feminist 

movement, allows the true self of the trans individual to hide as needed. Sullivan argues 

that the transperson must then ask where he/she begins to be real – which is the 

performance: male, female, or a middle ground.49  

 Some individuals fall into none of the previous three categories. Intersexed 

individuals are natural hermaphrodites and, if he/she chooses a gender, it is not so much 

to align him/herself with a mental concept as it to remove an unnecessary aspect of 

his/her sex organs. The question of whether or not intersexed individuals are also 

transgender is often debated.50 Intersexed babies face sexual reconstruction surgery at 

birth, as parents choose which gender to make their child. Similarly, transgender persons 

are locked into their own bodies by outside forces of money, legality, medical opinion. 

                                                           
49 Sullivan, Lou. 2006. A Transvestite Answers a Feminist. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. 
Eds Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York. 
50 Butler, Judith. 2006. Doing Justice to Someone. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds 
Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York. 
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Sandy Stone argues that transpersons have no agency of their own; trans life is controlled 

by outside forces. This results in multiple ways in which “trans has problematised all the 

categories and all the words of sex gender and sexualities. No amount of trying is ever 

going to pin them down again, they have become linguistic signposts which we now 

know are often pointing down the wrong road.”51 Other historic cultures have faced the 

“problem” of transpersons head on. The Native Americans maintained the concept of 

Berdach representing women who hunt and do not breed and men who do women’s 

work; in India this same type of individual is called Hijra while in Arabia the culture is 

represented by the term Xanith. Anthropologists Evan Towler and Lynn Morgan argue 

that there is not a single, true third gender but rather a variety of cultural options available 

to each individual. In their article “Romancing the Transgender Native,” Towler and 

Morgan argue that the term third gender was first used to indicate tolerance by the overall 

culture. For them, the third gender is a Western concept, one which is an “apt rhetorical 

and analytic device for the current historical moment, because it can accommodate 

contradictory social impulses.”52 This sentiment is echoed across the transgender writers’ 

community. 

 Patrick Califia writes that he was encouraged by his therapist to embrace a third 

gender, one that is neither male nor female.53 Jacob Hale encourages the expansion of the 

                                                           
51 Whittle, Stephen. 2006. Where Did We Go Wrong? Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds 
Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 200. 
 
52 Towle, Evan & Morgan, Lynn. 2006. Romancing the Transgender Native. Published in The Transgender 
Studies Reader. Eds Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 671. 
53 Califia, Patrick. 2006. Manliness. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds Susan Stryker and 
Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York. 
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third gender by arguing that transpersons need to “pursue gender proliferation as one 

promising strategy in overthrowing the heterosexual regime.”54 Zach Nataf and Jason 

Cromwell echo Hale in 1996 and 1999, respectively. Nataf argues, “Separatism seems an 

obsolete took for making sense of the world. All difference, not just men, maleness and 

patriarchy, has become a target of suppression.”55 Cromwell does not argue for 

suppression but rather for the option of choice. Drawing on Butler, Cromwell argues that 

identifications are multiple and emerge as points of contestation. In the article, “Queering 

the Binaries,” Cromwell offers four additional terms to represent the third gender space. 

Gender variant, gender ambiguous, androgynous and transsexed all represent the concept 

of both rather than neither. Cromwell states: “Transpeople both construct and reconstruct 

their bodies, identities, and sexuality. ... Long before medical interventions may occur 

most transpeople have constructed and reconstructed their bodies in many different 

ways.”56 The space of the third gender lies in the liminal area between male and female. 

It has the potential to empower transpersons through choice, while simultaneously losing 

ground due to the strangle hold of the medical field on elective surgery and hormone 

treatment. In laying claim to the third gender, transpersons must potentially yield medical 

power to their surgeons, only entering into the third gender once treatment is complete. 

Those who claim to be aiming for a sort of middle ground are not deemed “worthy” of 

                                                           
54 Hale, Jacob. 2006. Are Lesbians Women? Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds Susan 
Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 269. 
55 Nataf, Zachary. 2006. Lesbians Talk Transgender. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds 
Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 442. 
 
56 Cromwell, Jason. 2006. Queering the Binaries. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds Susan 
Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York: 518. 
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gender reconstruction surgery.57 This liminal location of third gender is one that not every 

individual finds or desires to find, as well. The true interest for this study lies in the ways 

in which the third gender is hinted at in language. 

Methods of Language Discovery 

 This thesis is concerned predominately with exploring and examining transgender 

identity and language through the rhetorical lens. Close textual analysis is the primary 

vehicle for exploring the three chosen texts; however, other theories of identification 

have influenced the ways in which close textual analysis is applied. Michael Hechts’ 

Communication Theory of Identity provides a theoretical background for the close 

textual analysis, as does Kenneth Burke’s theory of identification and consubstantiality. 

These two theories, as well as close textual analysis, are examined in the following 

methods section.  

Communication Theory of Identity 

 Michael Hechts’ Communication Theory of Identity is often used to determine 

how underrepresented or minority groups communicate about group and individual 

identity. In his initial 1993 article, Hecht describes his Theory of Identity as:  

The basic premise of the new theoretical stance is that identity is inherently a 
communicative process and must be understood as a transaction in which 
messages are exchanged … These messages are symbolic linkages between and 
among people that, at least in part, are enactments of identity. Even when identity 
is largely symbolic, communication rituals are used to create and express it.58  

                                                           
57 Cromwell, Jason. 2006. Queering the Binaries. Published in The Transgender Studies Reader. Eds Susan 
Stryker and Stephen Whittle. Routledge, New York.  
 
58 Hecht, Micahel. 1993. 2002 – A research oddesy: Towards the development of a communication theory 
of identity. Communication Monographs. 6, 76-82. 
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Hecht further unpacks his theory through the use of dialectical tensions, narrative, and 

social demands. These tensions and the related axioms, create four frames of identity. 

These frames are the personal, the enacted, the relational, and the communal. These 

frames allow researchers to understand identity as characteristic or element of each of 

these branches of identity. According to Hechts’ model, these frames can be used 

singularly, in pairs, or in groupings. The dialectical tensions created within the pairs 

reveals the individual identity and the way the identity is revealed through conflict. 

 In the subsequent 2004 article “Elaborating the Communication Theory of 

Identity,” Hecht discusses the identity gapes created by the four frames of identity. He 

also further explicates the four frames and the usage associated with each. The first frame 

of personal identity is the “individual’s self-concepts or self-images.”59 The second is 

enacted identity, which is the expressed identity of the individual. Third is relational 

identity, which has four sub-levels. 

First, an individual develops and shapes his/her identity partially by internalizing 
how others view him/her … Second, an individual identities him/herself through 
his/her relationships with others … Third, identities exist in relationship to other 
identities…The final frame is called communal identity and deals with how 
collectivities define their identity.60 
 

The purpose of the 2004 article was to explore the gaps and intersections between each of 

the four sub-levels. To do so, Hecht created the concept of the identity gap, a measure to 

study it, and examined the resulting gaps. The understanding of the gaps between each of 

                                                           
59 Hecht, Michael. 2004 “Elaborating the communication theory of identity: identity gaps and 
communication outcomes.” Communication quarterly, 52, 265-283: 266. 
60 Hecht, Michael. 2004 “Elaborating the communication theory of identity: identity gaps and 
communication outcomes.” Communication quarterly, 52, 265-283: 266-267. 
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the four levels of identification is what applies to this paper. The transgender act of 

passing, in which one is taken as the desired gender, indicates discrepancies between the 

internal knowledge of self and the identity presented to the outward collective. It is not 

the frames themselves that I utilize in this study, but rather the gaps between the frames 

that provide the locales into which transgender identity falls. 

 Hecht describes each of the identity gaps in the 2004 article. The work begins 

with the Personal-Relational identity gap, which is described as “discrepancies between 

an individual’s personal identity and ascribed relational identity; that is, discrepancies 

between how an individual views him/herself, and his/her perception of how others view 

him/her.”61 This discrepancy is one that connects to the transgender experience of passing 

and display of gender by illuminating the divide between internal self-identification and 

external appearance. An individual who is diagnosed as gender dysphoric may feel that 

his/her body is ugly, wrong, or mutilated. However, those viewing the person without 

knowledge of the individual may simply see a normal individual. Thus, the transgender 

individual may feel that they either stand out in a crowd or are absorbed by the 

heteronormative culture with no ability to stand alone as an individual. Hecht’s concept 

of the personal-enacted identity gap fits this scenario as well. In this instance, the 

individual’s “expressed identities in communication can be different from his or her self-

views.”62 Hechts’ study found these discrepancies or gaps to have strong negative 

                                                           
61 Hecht, Michael. 2004 “Elaborating the communication theory of identity: identity gaps and 
communication outcomes.” Communication quarterly, 52, 265-283: 268. 
62 Hecht, Michael. 2004 “Elaborating the communication theory of identity: identity gaps and 
communication outcomes.” Communication quarterly, 52, 265-283: 269. 
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connotations for the individual who experiences and expresses social discrepancies. 

These discrepancies will be useful in explaining the ways transgender individuals self-

identify in comparison to the ways in which they identify with the normative culture. 

Identity and Consubstantially 

 When discussing identity Kenneth Burke begins simply: “transformation involves 

the ideas and imagery of identification.”63 This phrase complexly and completely 

underscores the ways in which transgender identification occurs. By physically as well as 

mentally identifying with the preferred gender, the transgender individual ceases to 

identify with the old, unwanted gender any longer. Burke’s concept of consubstantiality 

becomes even more important in this regard. Burke writes: 

A is not identical with his colleague, B. But insofar as their interests are joined, A 
is identified with B. Or he may identify himself with B even when their interests 
are not joined, if he assumes that they are, or is persuaded to believe so. Here are 
ambiguities of substance. In being identified with B, A is “substantially one” with 
a person other than himself. Yet, as that same time he remains unique, an 
individual locus of motives. Thus he is both joined and separate, at once a distinct 
substance and consubstantial with another.64 
 

Burke uses consubstantiality as an action created by the individual in order to create 

change. A transgender individual is not female, but desires to be so. His interest has 

become, or perhaps has always been, identified with that of a female. In order for the 

male to become female he must become “substantially one” with the female; he must 

imitate and embody the essence of her in order to feel more right within his own skin. 

Through the process of consubstantiation, the man becomes female and learns to identity 

                                                           
63 Burke, Kenneth. 1950. A Rhetoric of Motives. University of California, Berkeley. 20. 
64 Burke, Kenneth. 1950. A Rhetoric of Motives. University of California, Berkeley., 20-21. 
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in those ways marked female. Through the concept of consubstantiality comes the ability 

for transformation. While each transgender individual remains unique in the ways in 

which he/she has changed the physical elements of his/herself, he/she has become 

consubstantial with the preferred gender through associating with it as well as performing 

it. This concept can be seen in action in the following chapters. Through my use of close 

textual analysis, I show how language conflates mind and body within pro-transgender 

rhetoric, while the desire for consubstantiality is thwarted in anti-transgender rhetoric; 

trapped forever between body and mind, neither here nor there.  

Close Textual Analysis 

 The field of close textual analysis is diverse and populated by figures who 

dominate rhetorical analyses. A historical methodology, close textual analysis was 

previously and at times still is, known as close reading. Carl Burgchard, in his textbook 

Readings in Rhetorical Criticism, traces the roots of close textual analysis to the 1970s 

when the methodology spawned as a result of the very technical applications used 

previously in rhetorical criticism.65 Initial essays published that make use of the method 

date to the early 1970s; an example of this is the article “Lincoln at Cooper Union: A 

Rhetorical Analysis of Text,” written by Michael Leff and G.P. Mohrmann. Methods of 

close textual application range from specific counts of verbiage and pronoun usage across 

many options into intricate unwindings of language and the multiple meanings inherent 

therein. Michael Leff, G.P. Morhmann, Stephen Lucas, Stephen Browne, and others have 

sought to differentiate their methods of close textual analysis from those more inclined 
                                                           
65 Burgchardt, Carl. 2005. Readings in Rhetorical Criticism. Pennsylvania: Strata Publishing. 
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towards the “generation of abstract methods.”66 By using close textual analysis as a tool 

to focus on the “actual conduct of discourse,” these authors and others have enabled 

criticism to move beyond surface readings into deeper investigative exploration and 

understanding.67 Authors utilize rhetorical strategies such as time, space, movement, 

context, the creation of the auditor and more to explode a text into minute elements 

capable of enhancing the current understanding of the text.  

An exemplar example of close textual analysis is provided by Stephen Lucas in 

his analysis of the Declaration of Independence. In his analysis, Lucas examines the way 

sentences, phrases, words, and syllables work together to create the rhetorical work and 

literary power of the Declaration. Working section by section through the Declaration, 

Lucas finds key moments within the text that serve to frame the rest of the document 

stylistically through language choices and word placement. Words are defined and 

analyzed in order to determine the potency of the entire persuasive argument for 

independence. Lucas shows how the writers construct the argument through 

independence in such a way as to negate any disagreement from those receiving, reading, 

or hearing the document. The analysis of the Declaration comes in part from Kenneth 

Burke’s theory of consubstantiation. Lucas argues that the Americans are “one” while the 

British are “another,” each desiring different responses and rule from government. After 

continuing to analyze the text on a molecular level, Lucas concluded that the Declaration 
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provides one of the strongest arguments to break with Britain, as well as one of the most 

well written pieces of American history.68 

Close textual analysis has been applied to all forms of texts: visual, oral, 

performance, and written. A text could be explored as a sign, a metaphor, or as it acts, 

either positively or negatively. Texts can even be constructed according to what is done 

well, what is not done, and what could be done more effectively. Essentially, close 

textual analysis serves as a critical tool to frame what the critic determines the meaning 

of a text to be. For those engaging in close textual analysis, the text is paramount; it 

cannot speak for itself and thus must be interpreted by the critic to be understood. The 

most effective examples of close textual analysis in application come from Stephen Lucas 

and Michael Leff, who view close textual analysis as a way to enter into the text and 

examine each detail of language, balance, structure, time, internal contexts, textual style, 

spatial movement of the text, symbolic connections, and embedded meaning. Leff views 

the text within a broader perspective of textual movement, symbolism, time, space, 

movement, and the form of the speech. Those who use this type of close textual analysis 

look at only one text at a time, drawing on historical references as needed to frame the 

piece and make it more easily understood. This method of unpacking the text minute 

element by minute element enables the critic to not only understand how each element of 

the text works together to create the whole, but also allows the critic to offer means of 

                                                           
68 Lucas, Steven. 1989. Justifying America: The Declaration of Independence as a Rhetorical Document. In 
Thomas W. Benson, ed., American Rhetoric: Context and Criticism. 
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improvement on the viability of the message. The type of analysis used in this thesis falls 

in the middle ground between Leff and Lucas. 

 Critics of close textual analysis, including Celeste Condit and Michael McGee, 

argue that the text cannot be viewed in a vacuum but must instead be read within the 

surrounding contexts. Joining Condit and McGee is Bonnie Dow in her article “Response 

Criticism and Authority in the Artistic Mode.” Dow argues that the text and the 

subsequent context are created by the critic when he/she enters into dialogue with the 

text. Dow, in a move very similar to McGee, argues that there is no actual audience to be 

discovered by the critic or to whom the speech is directed. Rather, the critic, upon 

entering into the text, creates an audience to fit the unpacking of the text.69 Theorists such 

as these view criticism as a never-ending experience. Each layer of insight gained reveals 

another linkage of the text into the overarching collective rhetorical consciousness. 

McGee additionally argues that the act of interpretation of texts is not the true role of a 

rhetorical critic. Rather, said critic should be responsible for evaluating the message 

given, not simply accepting the message as divine. In his 1990 article “Text, Context, and 

the Fragmentation of Contemporary Culture,” McGee discusses his act of close textual 

analysis; this method is concerned with the speech itself, not with the writing of the 

speech, thus valuing performance over history. McGee views these texts as fragments of 

the whole; the text cannot be viewed without exterior context.70 Condit historicizes the 
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act of performing close textual analysis and argues that, while the criticism acts on both 

the micro and macro levels, it fails to truly encompass the entirety of the artifact. In her 

1990 article “Rhetorical Criticism and Audiences: the Extremes of Leff and McGee,” 

Condit criticizes Leff for only reading from a text what he expects to see rather than 

searching for true meaning.71 Joining Condit is Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, with a 1980 

article titled “Stanton’s ‘The Solitude of Self’: a Rationale for Feminism.” In this article, 

Campbell works to analyze the presented tone, perspectives, impact, structure, and 

ideology presented by Elizabeth Cady Stanton in her speech, “The Solitude of Self.”72  

 For this thesis, I have chosen to utilize the close textual analysis that places an 

emphasis on the text itself, rather than the surrounding contexts. Other scholars, as well 

as the mainstream media, often take up the historical, social, and political contexts 

surrounding transgender identity. The lack of focus on context in this thesis is not an 

oversight, but rather a judicious choice that enables me to concentrate more fully on the 

analysis at hand without losing the underlying meaning of the word choices of the various 

authors. This analysis brings a small amount of exterior context into the reading of the 

chosen texts in order to reveal the most basic language choices and rhetorical movements 

made by the authors. Each author, when examined so closely, reveals inherent biases 

which each act for and against the transgender culture in differing ways. The following 

                                                           
71 Condit, Celeste. 1990. Rhetorical Criticism and Audiences: the Extremes of Leff and McGee. Western 
Journal of Speech Communication. 54: 330-345. 
72 Campbell, Karlyn Kohrs. 1980. Stanton’s ‘The Solitude of Self’: A Rationale for Feminism. The 
Quarterly Journal of Speech. 66: 304-312. 
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chapters explain how these differences are created and made to function through 

language and identity creation. 

 Through this literature review I have traced the history of the medical transgender 

movement, some of the experiences of the transgender/transsexualism movement, the 

Communication Theory of Identity and Kenneth Burke’s concept of Identity. An up-close 

report of close textual analysis can be found in the following chapter. From these 

theoretical beginnings, I move forward into an examination of three transgender texts. 

Chapter Three is an examination of transgender law, specifically exploring the ways the 

legal community constructed gender within the law as being differ from the ways 

transgender individuals construct gender. Close textual analysis allows the case to picked 

apart, looking at the word choices made by the judge’s ruling that determine what rights 

transgender individuals have and how gender is defined. Chapter Four expands a speech 

given by transgender advocate Carrie Davis, specifically examining the ways in which 

Davis uses language to create identification within the transgender crowd. Word choices 

in Davis’ speech are also examined in order to determine how she constructs gender 

through the use of cultural nomenclature. Finally, Chapter Five explores identity and 

performance within a script written by a transgender author. Close textual analysis is used 

to show how the script acts through time, and through a division of the spiritual and body. 

As each character progresses their languages changes across time and space enabling 

scholars to see an evolution of language discovered through the performance medium. 

 Each of my studies of transgender literature comes to the same conclusion: 

transgender identity is constrained with the boundaries of heteronormative language. This 
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study shows the ways in which language both succeeds and fails to create new identities 

for those who are struggling to find a place that is neither here nor there; neither male nor 

female. The true difficulty lies in bridging the past and present, as is seen in the analysis 

of Carrie Davis’ speech as well as Hidden: A Gender. These difficulties are linked to the 

basic fundamental of gender as it is argued in the court case: the need to figure both at a 

national level and a personal level, how one is both transgender and male or female. 

What the language reveals is that heteronormative individuals are loath to give up what 

has come before; the nation at large would like the transgender individual to remain as he 

or she was; this underscores the difficulties with language. On the other side of argument, 

the transperson often fully accepts a sense of living in the now in which gender is neither 

here nor there but what it is at that moment. In order to see most clearly how language 

differs from transgender and non-transgender individuals, this project will begin with an 

analysis of self-described transgender identity, then progress into heteronormative 

descriptions of transgender identity in the law before concluding with an examination of 

transgender identity as prepared and performed for a mixed audience of heteronormative 

and transgender members. Each analysis reveals another layer of understanding of 

transgender identity as created and defined through language resulting in the final 

conclusion that transgender identity is caught between being its’ own entity and 

conforming to heteronormative views of gender and sexuality.  
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CHAPTER II 

SEX ON THE STREET:  

A SPEECH OF TRANSGENDER IDENTITY  

 This chapter examines the language used by trans-advocate and transwoman 

Carrie Davis in a speech she gave in 1999. Specifically, this analysis explores the 

ramifications of the language choice, the framing of self as victim, use of active and 

passive identification, the division between the self and the collective, gender as objective 

and subjective, and the act of reclaiming multiple terms. Carrie Davis, as a transgender 

female, is presented as a unique individual to those who are outside the transgender 

community. Her speech provides an example of how the transgender community talks 

about itself, its relationships, and its interaction with normative culture. Many other 

groups have battled for equality and respect within the framework of the United States 

government. Some have succeeded, as with the Civil Rights Movement, while others 

have failed or are still in the process of creating and shoring up their movements, as 

evidenced by the gay rights movement. The transgender movement is one that has been 

residing on the fringes of United States culture since the 1950s.73  

 Socially, the United States has shown very slow progress in the acceptance of 

transgender individuals. There are few laws protecting transgender individuals, there is 

little inclusive language, and often the cultural norms use language that is hurtful to this 

                                                           
73 I refer here to the medical progress made after transgender female Christine Jorgenson moved to the U.S. 
in search of better medical treatment. Her appearance in the U.S. made national news and began the 
transgender movement in the public eye. For more context, see Chapter 1. 
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subculture.74 These language differences result in the need for each culture to define and 

tag certain language elements as their own. This results in language choices such as those 

made by Carrie Davis as she stood at the Lesbian and Gay Community Services Center in 

New York City and revealed herself to the gathered crowd. An examination of her 

language reveals that her choices are deliberate and premeditated. Indeed, she tells us this 

at the very beginning of her speech when she says “When my supervisor and friend, 

Rosalyne Blumenstein, asked me to share myself with you all tonight, I was reluctant to 

speak. Eventually I decided to try to talk from my heart and not from my head.” These 

brief introductory sentences reveal the one of the divides of self that is present in this 

speech.  Davis uses language to differentiate between her logical self, the head, and the 

emotional self, the heart.  The announced decision to speak from the heart foreshadows 

the emotionally laden language to come. Davis says that she will “share myself” and she 

will “talk from my heart.”  These word choices indicate that the speech will detail 

personal matters and will be emotionally connected to her.75 This sets the stage for the 

rest of speech by giving the audience a taste of the language Davis will use, as well as the 

emotional connections she will attempt to engage in with the audience. Secondly, the 

difference between the initial reluctance to share and the intimate sharing of the most 

private self is intricately connected to the concept of agency.  Davis has made a choice to 

                                                           
74 For examples of this see books by Riki Wilchins, Kate Bornstein, and Pat Califia.  
75 It can be argued that the crowd gathered at this location at this time was predisposed to accept Davis’ 
message, thereby making it easier for her to speak. This is probably true, but cannot be answered 
rhetorically. 
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speak from her heart, rather than her head.  This choice shows that she has agency in how 

she talks about herself, even if that agency is limited to certain moments of performance. 

 The second paragraph of the speech lists the identities that Davis has claimed for 

herself: 

I stand before you all this evening: 
As a woman of transgender experience. 
As an activist and as an advocate for our community through my role as a social 
worker, counselor and HIV outreach Coordinator for the Gender Identity Project 
and my other work at GenderPAC and NYAGRA.76 
 

This self-identity is multifaceted and encompasses gender, personal projects, and work.  

In this moment, Davis constructs her identity as active and positive.  Davis frames her 

identity first in terms of femaleness, then in terms of advocate, and finally in terms of 

work. This framing distinguishes her from the group at first with activist, advocate, and 

social worker then groups herself in with multiple projects designed to help transpersons.  

This construction has two benefits for Davis.  First, she gives herself credibility through 

her work and experiences; second, she places herself within the context of the 

transgender culture as a leader. The double identification acts to consubstantiate her 

identity with that of the gathered crowd, as well as with other transpersons. 

 The speech continues with examples of the statistics and events that create the 

backdrop for the personalization Davis engages in for the remainder of the speech.  The 

speech suddenly switches from a reporting of incidents  

60% of all transpeople are victims of violence . . . 1 [sic] transperson is murdered 
each month . . . the random terror and violence that transpeople experience on the 

                                                           
76 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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daily basis far exceeds that for other queer groups . . . transgender identified 
individuals are routinely (and legally) denied jobs, services, benefits, schooling, 
and housing,77  
 

to a personal reporting of experiences.  The tone of the speech changes from general to 

specific as Davis begins to recount her own experiences: “When it is me that is being 

harassed, hosed down, beaten, and raped, at those moments, these statistics have very 

little importance.”  The difference in the two styles of speaking, one reporting, one 

persuading, differentiates between Davis’ head and heart.  Davis knows the statistics, 

knows that she faces difficult odds.  The split between the knowledge of the possibilities 

and the actual event changes Davis from being active to being passive, from being an 

agent of change to a victim, and from an impersonal voice into a personal one.  In the 

space of three sentences, Davis expresses the repression of the transgender culture 

through language.  The movement from active to passive, from agent to victim expresses 

the history of the transgender experiences of the last sixty years in a shortened frame of 

reference.  The change in voice to the passive continues throughout the speech, reflecting 

the no-man’s-land that Davis and other transgender activists occupy.  In this grey area 

these activists are trying to engage the dominate culture to create change but are 

constantly rebuffed by cultural norms.  Not only do the language choices made by Davis 

change, so does the entire structure of the speech.  As Davis moves herself in language 

from being active to passive, the speech moves from being structured in a traditional way 

to being structured in a more stylized, poetical manner. 

                                                           
77 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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The speech resembles a poem or script more than the transcript of a political 

speech.  Within the speech, Davis uses a combination of prose and poetry to convey 

story, emotions, and message. She uses repetitive phrases in order to drive the message of 

difference home to her audience. Davis’ speech fights for political action, or at least 

political awareness. The speech had to be both memorable and poetic, resulting in the use 

of the dual poetic and prose format. The speech also had to connect to the audience 

emotionally, triggering a response in the listener. To achieve that end, Davis used 

repetitive phrases to address the emotional scars of the gathered community.  The use of a 

poetic style evokes emotion in the audience, gives a sense of inevitable movement to the 

speech, and allows Davis to contrast the distanced language of statistics with the personal 

language of experience.  This again creates the divide of agent/victim and active/passive.  

Davis uses imagery that cries out and aggresses against the dominate culture but then 

restricts the effectiveness of that language by using the passive voice and allowing her 

own story to be victimized. “Because of the way I look . . . And because of who I am 

seen as . . .” becomes a chant of identity impressed upon the body by outside agents.  

Davis might be able to change the way she looks, but she cannot change who she is seen 

as. 

A second point of analysis concerned with Davis’ personal presentation can be 

seen in the second paragraph: “I stand before all of you this evening: as a woman of 

transgender experience. As an activist and as an advocate…”78 Through her language 

                                                           
78 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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choices, Davis defines herself as part of the culture as well as revealing intimate details 

that uniquely qualify her for this speaking role. For those of us outside the community, 

her words give additional insight. Davis identifies herself “as a woman of transgender 

experience” and indicates to us that she used to be a male. With this identity comes the 

connotation of the medical, psychological, and emotional battles Davis fought in order to 

stand in front of a crowd and announce her femininity. Additionally, those of us outside 

the culture need to note the emphasis on transgender versus transgendered, as was 

explained in Chapter One.  

  Davis progresses through her speech using imagistic language. She uses 

statistics, “1 transperson is murdered each month,” imagistic language, “harassed, hosed 

down, beaten, raped,” and personal nouns to maintain the connection with the audience, 

“When I am hurting, I just want to know when the pain is going to stop.”79 Note the use 

of the word transperson to indicate a person, male or female, at any stage of SRS. 

Transgender and transperson are words chosen by the culture, not ones imposed by the 

normative culture. Words that are imposed by the normative culture, such as transsexual 

or gender dysphoric, are becoming much encompassing, when those words are used in 

favor of the transgender culture. These words, used primarily by legislators and lobbyists 

include gender different or gender oppressed. The words carry their own distancing 

connotations, despite their indicated good intentions. The use of gender different 

indicates that despite surgery to create normalcy between the mental construction of 

                                                           
79 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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gender and the physical, transgender individuals are still “different.” Gender oppressed is, 

perhaps, slightly less biased but still indicative of a minority group. Gender oppressed 

stands in contrast to the idea of the new gender being truly aligned with an internal sense 

of self. Once gender dysphoria has been diagnosed and steps are taken to live as the true 

gender, that gender is no longer being oppressed internally. External oppression 

continues and increases despite sexual reassignment surgery and attempts at passing. As 

Davis explains in her speech, oppression occurs from the outside regardless of ability to 

pass; the transgender body is marked for political and social statements. Oppressed then 

indicates the normative viewpoint of the sub-culture being subsumed underneath 

normative values of sex and gender. Davis removes these terms from her discourse 

leaving behind an empty space she then fills with her chosen markers of identity. These 

trans-terms are chosen from within the community, ones that are used every day.  This is 

clearly seen at the very beginning of the speech when Davis self-identifies herself as 

transgender rather than using the term transsexual, gender dysphoric, or gender 

oppressed.  Once the normative terms of transsexual, gender dysphoric, gender 

oppressed, and gender different have been discarded through lack of use, Davis fills in all 

of the labeling opportunities in the speech with titles such as transfolk, transperson, 

transman, and transwoman.  The use of the preferred nomenclature of the culture takes an 

initial step in building rapport with the audience. 

 Davis uses the beginning of her speech to build rapport with the audience 

personal confession and connection.  She continues to draw the audience into her speech 

emotionally and physically through the use of imagistic language. The first example of 
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imagistic language occurs when Davis uses a string of actions: “harassed, hosed down, 

beaten, raped.” Each of these words represents a torture inflicted on the body, one that is 

controlled by outside forces. In each encounter, Davis, as victim, has lost the agency to 

prevent the action. The loss of power, for the transperson, connects emotionally with an 

audience made of up of those who have experienced similar violence. Included in this 

connection is the use of the personal pronoun “I.” The entire speech is told in the first 

person; it is made very clear that this is Davis’ story, though the story can be generalized 

to the audience hearing it as well as others in the community.  

 Davis speaks next of the experience of being out, and the subsequent desires to be 

“in,” or to “pass.” She addresses these fears: 

…When I leave the relatively safe confines of the tiny queer ghetto I inhabit, I 
don’t want to be out, and I don’t want to be trans. What I want: 
 Is to be invisible. 
 To be anonymous. 
 To be safe. 
 To just be. 
Of course, this rarely happens. Nearly everywhere I go, I am seen as a transperson 
and I am seen as queer.80 
 

Again the use of the word trans can be seen as the norm for the culture. Trans, either by 

itself or when combined with person or gender indicates a knowledge of the culture. The 

use of transsexual is medically acceptable but falling out of favor in the culture.81 The 

language of passing is also one that speaks to multiple levels of humanity. Not only do 

those who are different want to be “invisible…anonymous…safe” so do those who are 

                                                           
80 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
81 Jill. [pseudo.] Personal interview. Interview conducted by Prairie Endres-Parnell. 
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forced into roles considered different, despite personal feelings of connectedness.   The 

use of language that distances self-control from control by outside forces reveals the 

transgender concept of victim.  As Davis claims, what she wants is to not be noticed; the 

act of being noticed is outside of her control, thus, she has no agency to prevent the act.  

She wants simultaneously to be present as a woman, and absent as a transwoman.  She 

has once again used language to construct herself as victim, the world around her as 

aggressor, and herself as individual and unable to blend into the collective.  Davis uses 

language to show the tightrope transpersons walk every day, living in a grey area that is 

neither here nor there, passing but failing. 

 The concept of passing is one that is prevalent in transgender culture. Many 

transpersons pride themselves on their ability to pass, to not be recognized as different. 

Some succeed and some do not; the measures taken to ensure passing do not always work 

successfully depending on the environment and person. Violence is performed more 

prevalently on those who are trying to pass and who are mistaken for the opposite gender. 

This violence comes predominantly from males, though females are not exempt. 

Eve Ensler, playwright and advocate for women’s’ rights, added a new piece 

about the transgender experience to the 2005 update of The Vagina Monologues. The 

piece addresses the pressures applied by society to simultaneously pass and not pass. The 

monologue, “They beat the girl out of my boy… or so they tried,” details the experience 

of male to female transgender individuals (MTF) using a format similar to that of Davis’ 

speech. Ensler writes: 

 Woman 4 
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They assigned me a sex  
The day I was born. 
It’s as random as being adopted 
or being assigned a hotel room on the 30th floor 
It has nothing to do with who you are 
Or your fear of heights 
But in spite of the apparatus  
I was forced to carry around 
I always knew I was a girl 
 Woman 5 
They beat me for it 
They beat me for crying. 
They pummeled me for wanting…82 
 

Enslers’ words reflect those of Davis; the sense of disjunction that is apparent in Davis’ 

speech about passing is present here as well, lending credibility to Davis’ words, as well 

as to the difficulty of the problem. Davis’ plea, “What I want…Is to be invisible” is 

reflected in Enslers’ “It has nothing to do with who you are.” Ensler writes later in the 

monologue “I grew a full beard…It was good I was big…” to show the character 

attempting to actually be the man she knows she is not; the act of passing works in both 

directions. Prior to the acknowledgement of gender dysphoria transgender individuals 

have to work to fit in as their biologically assigned sex. Once they begin to recognize and 

accept their own individuality, passing becomes more difficult.  Sexual reassignment 

surgery and hormone treatment add to the difficulty of passing, as the body changes to 

match the interior gender. The body in life becomes read as a performance, a political act.  

Such a reading again removes the agency to be gendered from Davis and places in the 

control of those who view the gender performance, recasting Davis as victim and those 

outside the culture as agents.  
                                                           
82 Ensler, Eve. 2005. The Vagina Monologues. New York: Dramatists Play Service. 
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Transfolk are being killed: 
 Because of the way we look . . . 
 And because of who we are seen as . . . 
When I am beaten and raped by someone who cannot accept the fact that he is 
attracted to me . . . I am not being attacked and abused because of my sexual 
orientation, I am being subjected to that terror: 
 Because of the way I look . . . 
 Because of who I am seen as . . .83 
 

Through this passage Davis makes it clear that the image presented outside the culture is 

always open to interpretation and is always under scrutiny. The repetition of the language 

in the “way we (I) look . . . who we (I) are seen as” drives home the image and the danger 

of the created image in mainstream society. Other transgender individuals speak to these 

dangers as well though their stories, as Davis’, speak to the desire to be able to pass 

without question. Ensler puts the action of passing, the need for passing very eloquently: 

“The feminine is in your face/I lift my eyebrows more/…/And my voice/Practice 

Practice/It’s all about resonance…”84 These details can be seen as necessary to passing 

because they prevent the violence that Davis refers to. Davis’ speech, though, yearns 

towards the easy passing that Ensler presents but actually discusses passing that is 

potentially done too well. For Enlser, passing is a performance, something to be achieved 

each night on stage.  For Davis, passing is a way of life.  Davis says she was “raped by 

someone who cannot accept the fact that he is attracted to me” to indicate that she can 

pass, and pass well enough to get a second look, and then a third. It is these looks that 

occur in lust that turns to anger that drive Davis to look more for anonymity than for 

                                                           
83 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech. 
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
84 Ensler, Eve. 2005. The Vagina Monologues. New York: Dramatists Play Service. 
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visual acceptance of the desired gender. Davis would rather be ignored than seduced; 

rather be seen as a woman than as a sexual object. Her language reflects these needs and 

desires through the repetition of the visual accusation as well as through the victim/agent 

split.  Davis has enough agency to become female, but she is a victim when it comes to 

the male gaze. 

 Davis’ speech details three other specific events during which she was harassed. 

She mentions being hosed down with water, followed by security officers, and being 

searched at the drug store. These events are connected through language to the recurring 

theme of “Because of the way I look/Because of who I am seen as.”85 Davis’ narrative is 

universal in that these are experiences that are felt by a large number of the transgender 

community. The narrative is specific because it is hers. This universal/specific dichotomy 

shows the difference between the individual and collective.  Individually, transpersons 

have no agency.  Collectively, there is a potential for agency that Davis cannot reach.  

She cannot solve the problem of violence against transpersons; rather, she can only point 

out what is happening to both the individual and the collective as such transgressions are 

allowed to continue.  This repetitive scheme is also seen in the “Because of the way I 

look . . . and because of who I am seen as . . .” statements.  Davis again uses repetition to 

argue for forced identity.  Through the use of repetition, Davis casts herself as victim, 

removing her own agency as well as that of all those listening. The reduction and removal 

of agency provides a linguistic excuse for the lack of progressive movement within the 

                                                           
85 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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transgender culture.  Casting the self as victim enables the behavior of victimization, of 

lack of responsibility.  While the repetitive phrase is highly poetic it detracts from the 

potential power of the transgender culture. 

 The pairing of the individual and the collective shows an overarching theme of 

violence and limitation faced by transpersons.  Davis uses language to show the ways in 

which transgender lives are similar despite differences in choices, life experiences, work, 

family, and agency.  As Davis speaks of the work force, family care, housing, police 

brutality, and the loss of privilege she again casts herself and other transpersons as 

victims of a greater culture: 

And so I have lost most of the privilege that our culture claims we are all entitled 
to. I have learned to be afraid: 
 To move 
 Or change jobs 
 Or fall in love 
 Or take the subway 
 Or go into different neighborhoods 
 Or walk to the store 
 Or go to the emergency room. 
And this fear is not because of my sexual orientation. I am afraid: 
 Because of the way I look . . . 
 And because of who I am seen as . . .86 
 

The loss of rights is, for Davis, the root of the victimization.  Davis has lost the agency, 

which she calls privilege, to do a number of actions. Once cast as a victim, Davis cannot 

work, love, walk in public, move, or be treated for medical problems.  She is not truly 

passive in her lack of ability, but rather restrained by a greater agency—that of the 

national culture.  Davis has the physical ability to apply for a job, fall in love, walk onto 

                                                           
86 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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the subway, walk into a different neighborhood or store, and go to the emergency room.  

What she does not have is agency over the response that will follow her actions.  She has 

no good choices to make; any decision carries, for her, a negative result.  While not loss 

of agency in the strictest terms, the removal of opportunity serves to enhance the casting 

of transpersons as victims. 

 The speech reads “And so I have lost most of the privilege that our culture claims 

we are all entitled to. I have learned to be afraid.”87 Davis argues more for the right to be 

acceptable within society than for having a governmental right to exist.  She argues for 

cultural rather than legal acceptance. The need for differentiation shows the difficulties 

experienced by transpersons due to personal and legal perception of them as individuals.  

Davis begins the conclusion of her narrative with a frank look at her own identity 

as it is represented in and responded to within the framework of her world. As well, her 

words connect to the final aspect of my analysis, reclaiming the language that sets the 

culture apart:  

I’m not certain how to conclude this narrative but I know that I am here with my 
brothers and sisters to claim my voice. I know that I am here to shout and to cry 
out for the most simple of rights. But, most importantly, I want to be free from 
fear. My controversial identity seems to draw a relentless barrage that I seem to 
keep wandering toward. I have confirmed that I have the strength to survive 
despite the violence, harassment, abuse, incidents, outing, and other hate filled 
moments that I encounter on a daily basis. . . . I am doing my best but the 
accumulation of the damage that I feel each day eventually has an effect.88 
 

                                                           
87 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
88 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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Davis is very careful in the ways she constructs the transgender community into both a 

culture and a family. She very specifically says, at multiple points within in her speech, 

that these are her “brothers and sisters.” The use of language to create a group narrative 

strengthens the emotional argument that Davis is making, and creates a familiar familial 

structure around which the specifically present transgender community can gather as well 

as the transgender culture as a whole. The use of “brothers and sisters” also cuts across 

racial lines to create a united, racially diverse frontline for the community.  As labels, the 

terms brother and sister are more intimate, more culturally natural than the term 

transgender, trans, or transfolk.  This naturalization is needed at the conclusion of the 

speech because Davis seeks to reconstruct the audience into a family, a cohesive whole.  

Construction of the culture as a family serves to strengthen bonds forged in violence as 

well as to enable the sharing of the burden of abuse.   

 The final lines of the speech are unique in both structure and emotional content.  

Davis concludes her speech with “Though it is not my nature to harden or to armor 

myself, I can still feel that happening. / On some days I am stone and on others, I am 

water . . . Thank you.”89  These two sentences return to the initial passive/active 

victim/agent split the speech started with.  Davis wishes to be left alone but is instead 

forced to deal with the conflicts of being seen as transgender.  She is torn between 

passive “water” and active “stone” even as she is torn between needing to “armor myself” 

and not wanting to be cut off from the outside world.  Gender has the potential of being a 

                                                           
89 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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trap.  Identity is created through nuanced meanings that have been negotiated over time.  

Society knows how a woman acts and how a man acts.  Those individuals who fall 

between the poles of male and female must do as Davis has done “harden or . . . armor 

myself.”  The metaphor of water and stone illustrates the need to follow the path of least 

resistance.  Water flows over stone, smoothing it out, making it conform in the same way 

that Davis adapts to the dominant society. 

 Davis labels her own gender as “controversial.” This is a concept often reflected 

in the texts of other transgender writers and activist. Each individual is attempting, 

through writing as well as through living, to determine his or her place in the normative 

culture. Despite the multiple approaches to the tensions associated with the label, the 

group as a whole must deal with results of the stereotype. Davis deals with these tensions 

through a reclaiming of language and a reframing of the images associated with various 

terminologies. Davis reclaims several terms from implied misuse by the dominate culture 

including woman, transperson, queer, gay men, lesbian women, transfolk, transpeople, 

transvestite, crossdresser, drag queen and transgender. Woman is reconstituted to include 

her own unique brand of femininity differentiated from masculinity through the use of a 

math syllogism.  Davis says “It is a fact that I was never very good at math.  Since I have 

been unable to divine the pleasure of complex mathematics I have, instead, chosen not to 

stray far from the basics of addition.”  The use of math defines the differences between 

male and female through the use of stereotypes.  Men are traditionally better at math than 

women; Davis cannot be a man because she is bad at math.  Through the syllogism, 

Davis aligns herself with woman rather than man. 
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Transperson, transfolk, transpeople, and transvestite are all utilized by Davis to 

represent individuals who are, as she is, unique. Gay men, and lesbian women are 

differentiated from transpersons, “As a result, our dead are usually mis-identified as gay 

men or lesbian women,” while queer is used to bridge the gap between all types of non-

normative individuals.90 Davis emphasizes that each label belongs to a specific person by 

stressing the title: “And we are labeled as just a transvestite, just a crossdresser, just a 

drag queen or JUST a prostitute (emphasis added).”91 Placing the emphasis on “just” 

draws attention to the negativity associated with the word. Davis uses “just” to show the 

ways in which the transcommunity is seen as less than the dominant culture. Her 

language, and the placement of “just” indicates greater worth to the labels and the people 

associated with those labels. Instead of just drawing attention to the labels, Davis uses 

language to cause the audience to think about the person who is represented by the term 

transvestite, crossdresser, drag queen, and prostitute. Through the insertion of “just” 

Davis makes each title live and breathe, occupied by a mother, brother, sister, friend, or 

father. This naturalization of labels enables Davis to personalize the hate shown to the 

labels; thus, making the audience more aware of the labeling system.  

 Still another aspect of labeling that Davis addresses are those that have inherent 

negative connotations. Davis says “And we are labeled as just a transvestite, just a 

                                                           
90 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
91 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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crossdresser, just a drag queen, or JUST a prostitute.”92 The DSM-VII clearly 

differentiates between those individuals who experience gender dysphoria and those who 

use cross-dressing or transvestism for sexual pleasure. The collapsing of the terms results 

from a perceived lack of public knowledge, lack of experience with transpersons, and 

lack of interest. Davis addresses these labels, as she does the rest of her speech, on the 

basis of perception. Using her refrain of “Because of the way we look/And because of 

who we are seen as…”93 she addresses the visual connotations of being a transvestite, 

crossdresser, or drag queen. Based simply on viewing another individual, the viewer 

cannot truly ascertain the gender of the other person. Davis underscores this concept by 

splitting transgender apart from those who merely look the part rather than live the part of 

the opposite gender regardless of biology or sexual reassignment.  

 The last term that Davis makes a point of addressing is prostitute. This is an 

interesting term for her to include for multiple reasons. The first interesting connotation 

of this term comes from the emphasis Davis places on the word JUST in her manuscript. 

She chides those listening for assuming that the prostitute they pass is not a brother or 

sister, is not a mother or daughter or son or father both within the transgender community 

and within a true, biological family. She reminds the listener that they do not know why 

that individual has chosen that path. Sexually, the term has additional considerations of 

the biological kind. Consumers of the transgender prostitute cannot be sure of the 

genitalia that will be encountered. We, as the audience, are reminded again of the dangers 

                                                           
92 Authors emphasis. 
93 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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that transgender individuals place themselves in order to survive in a normative culture. 

The dichotomy of agent/victim can again be seen.  The transperson has the agency to sell 

his or her body, but does not have the agency to protect that body against an angry John, 

or the agency to prevent selling the body initially. 

The labeling system used by normative culture can potentially be re-appropriated 

by the heteronormative culture, if the culture is discrete and polite about the usage of 

terms. My friend told me “during group or with other trans people we call ourselves all 

kinds of things . . . transgenders, trannies, transexuals, tran”94 but most of these words are 

not accessible to those outside the culture. The primary words that Davis lays claim to are 

transgender, transpeople, and transfolk as well as the prefix trans-. These are words of 

identification, of collection, and the words work to set aside a unique culture. 

Transpeople and transfolk lay claim to language that unites the group more so than the 

basic, medical label of transgender and trans(s)exual. Transgender is, especially in Davis’ 

speech, more a method of identification than of collection. Transgender tells the audience 

what she is; transpeople and transfolk connect her to the collective culture. As mentioned 

in the literature review, transgender is an umbrella term encompassing all individuals 

with some kind of gender disjunction, whether that disjunction is due to the individual 

being intersexed or gender dysphoric. To an extent Davis reclaims the term transgender 

from the medical community. However, the reclaiming can only go so far due to the 

connotations about the word brought with the audience. Since the audience is noted as 

being constructed of “100 to 120 transgender identified bothers & (sic) sisters and our 
                                                           
94 Jill. [Psuedo] Personal interview. Interview conducted by Prairie Endres-Parnell. 
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partners, lovers, boyfriends, girlfriends, friends, politicians, reporters, social workers, and 

other allies”95 the audience has been exposed to transgender as a medical term. Thus, 

when Davis self-identifies as transgender she is announcing her medical condition, not 

her own feelings about who she is. When she uses terms such as transpeople and 

transfolk she is connecting more personally with each individual who considers 

themselves connected in some way to the subculture of trans-identity. The use of the two 

labels in conjunction with one another shows consideration for the blended audience, as 

well as an awareness of the differences of language within and without of the transgender 

culture. Also of importance is the order of the words themselves. Davis is first  

transgender, medically created, than a transwoman, a member of the transcommunity. 

Her medical status carries more weight at this time than a cultural identity.  

  The entirety of Davis’ speech utilizes persuasion and pathos on a multiple levels. 

Her use of language transects multiple cultures and creates a way for both transpersons 

and those who associate, support, or are curious to access the language. This exploration 

of the language of the transgender culture, through the lens of Davis’ speech, allows 

communication scholars entry into the creation and development of the subculture. 

Through an understanding of the construction of group language, scholars can move 

beyond talk about medical procedures and address the ways in which the transgender 

community talks about itself, to itself and to others.  Awareness of the norms of this 

subculture will help scholars gain entry into the culture, as well as help scholars 

                                                           
95 Davis, Carrie. 1999. Trans-Safety and Violence Speech.  
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/tgts/tgts_experiences.htm#safety. (accessed October 2007). 
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accurately describe and communicate with those they are trying to understand. Over long 

phone conversations, my friend and I discussed her entrance into the transgender culture 

of Seattle. She told me that coming into the group was like coming home: the idea of 

complete acceptance. Part of this acceptance is created through the use of common 

language elements, words that are chosen by the culture for the culture. Those of us who 

are outside the culture cannot truly gain access to the narratives enclosed within the group 

without an understanding of the language used by the group, as well as an understanding 

of which labels are acceptable and which are not. Since we cannot experience being 

gender dysphoric without actually being gender dysphoric, the secondary means of 

understanding come from language. Davis’ speech stands as a strong example of the use 

of language to support and define culture.  

 The language examined in this chapter establishes a background for, even though 

it comes chronologically after, the following analysis of M.T. v. J.T. (1975). Knowledge 

of the language used by the transgender community is markedly different from the 

language carefully constructed by the court system as the court tries to balance the 

constraints of the dominant, normative culture and the needs of the transgender culture. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE SEX OF TRANS-LAW 

Sex (noun): Either of the two divisions of organic beings distinguished as male 
and female respectively; the males or the females (of a species, etc., esp. of the 
human race) viewed collectively. 

Sex (verb): To determine the sex of, by anatomical examination; to label as male 
or female 

Sex (verb): To have sexual intercourse. 

Male ( adj.) That belongs to the sex which can beget offspring (contrasted with 
female); characteristic of or relating to this sex. 

Female (adj.) Belonging to the sex which bears offspring. 

Gender (noun): Kind, sort, class; also, genus as opposed to species96 

 The transgender experience and culture is one that is closely tied to sex through 

the act of sexual intercourse, sex as a method of determining gender, and sex as a mental 

and social construction. The legal community examines the transgender individual on the 

basis of sex and gender through the use of chromosomal, gonadal, and genital tests.97 The 

language of the law draws its understanding of the concept of transgender from the 

medical community and the language used by gender researchers, psychological doctors, 

and sexual reassignment surgeons. This chapter examines the language choices made in 

the landmark case of M.T. v. J.T. (1975) in which the New Jersey courts decided the 

gender of a transgender woman on the basis of her sexual ability. This case is an 

important one for transgender rights under the law. According to Shannon Minter, the 

                                                           
96 Oxford English Dictionary. Online. 2008. Accessed through Texas Tech. (Accessed March  
2007). 
97 Corbett v. Corbett, 2 W.L.R. 1306, 2 All E.R. 33 (P.D.A. 1970), cited in M.T. v. J.T. 
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Legal Director of the National Center for Lesbian Rights, and Andrew Sharpe , a 

transgender law scholar, the decision in M.T. v. J.T.is a pivotal moment in transgender 

legal rights issues. Legally, the case of M.T. v. J.T. shows the ways in which the 

dominate, heteronormative culture attempts to reconcile transgender status with 

normative values through language.  

Legally, there is little protection provided for individuals who do not fit into the 

social norms of gender and sexual attraction and performance. In the court system, cases 

concerning transgender welfare focus primarily either on marriage, as this one does, or on 

the aspects of legally changing genders. Although other cases are brought to trial in 

instances of rape and violence, such cases are few.98  

The language used by the court creates a construction of gender based solely on 

the ability to perform sexually as the chosen gender. Through the use of close textual 

analysis, this chapter shows how the courts established the medical control of gender 
                                                           
98 One of the more unique cases heard before the Supreme Court occurred in 1994. A prison inmate who 
was a hormonal non-operative transsexual female was sentenced to serve her time in the medium security 
prison Terre Haute. While in prison, she was repeatedly raped and subsequently brought her case before the 
Supreme Court in order to file charges against her rapists and request a change in location to prevent 
further molestation. The prisoner, Dee Farmer, held that her placement within the prison violated her 8th 
Amendment rights, and accorded her with cruel and unusual punishment. Farmer’s lawyer argued that the 
courts failed to see the risk associated with placing a transwoman in a male prison, which caused the 
woman to be subjected to the cruel and unusual punishment of rape. Farmer’s lawyer addressed her with 
the correct gender and terminology through out the entire oral argument. When the responding lawyer 
addressed the court, he called Farmer he rather than the preferred she, indicating a discrepancy between the 
gender shown and the gender legally accepted. Immediately the discussion turns to the sexual status and 
promiscuity of Farmer, as well as her HIV positive status. Throughout the entire response the lawyer refers 
to Farmer as he, refuses to acknowledge the status of transsexuals as endangered within the prison system, 
and refuses to acknowledge the statements the prison made about Farmer being a high risk inmate. Justice 
Rehnquist gives Farmer the correct gender identification, but allows the wardens’ lawyer to avoid using the 
correct gender pronouns. when asked about Farmers situation as a target in the prison system. Farmer v. 
Brennan, Warden 511 U.S. 825 (1994) 
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determination through the use of physical and sexual markers, and then explores the 

resulting implications for future transgender court cases. The court case of M.T. v. J.T. 

was brought to trial in 1975, and is the case most often given credit for establishing legal 

precedent for sexual determination, marriage rights, and transgender rights in the United 

States. This case is the fourth transgender case decided in the United States; the previous 

cases occurred in the 1960s. This chapter examines the language choices of the court in 

comparison to the preferred language of the transgender community, as well as the 

methods of medical gender determination in comparison to how the transgender 

community describes and classifies gender. Close textual analysis reveals that the court 

makes a dramatic effort to engage in the language of the transgender culture but stops 

short of becoming fully complicit in aiding the transgender culture full rights before the 

law.  

M.T. v. J.T. has four primary implications for the transgender cultural and the 

United States legal system. The largest implication centers on the construction of group 

identity through medical and legal language. Through the language and proof used by the 

court, power over transgender identity is given to the medical community. The second 

implication is the conflation of physical and psychological gender by the court. Lack of 

emotional language and the allowance of emotional testimony implicate a national 

sentiment of avoidance of emotions and feelings using medical terminology and 

diagnosis. Finally, the courts created a test for sexual identity based on the ability to 

physically have sex. The inclusion of the Sex Test enables the law to determine gender 

through praxis rather than through medical testing.  
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 Work in transgender research takes place on multiple levels and focuses on two 

primary topics. One research branch creates literature that is supportive of transgender 

individuals, and is, at the very least, attempting through analysis to come to an 

understanding of gender dysphoria and the resulting political and emotional fallout in 

such a way as to be viewed as humanistic. The second research branch is one which 

believes that transgender identification and genital reassignment surgery are a selfish way 

to achieve sexual gratification, additional power, or as a way to subsume the power of 

women in the case of male to female (MTF) gender changes. The court case of M.T. v. 

J.T. results in a decision that is pro-transgender rights. This ruling alludes to the ongoing 

conflict between these two research branches, though the differences in opinion were not 

as well articulated in 1975 as the scholarship is now. Additional transgender scholarship 

moves beyond the intricacies of power plays within the culture to discussions of 

medically created gender and identity. What is excluded from these works on a whole is 

the focus of this analysis: the communication to and about transgender persons through 

the law, specifically the precedents set by the 1975 New Jersey Supreme Court. A few 

other texts have touched on the rights of transgender individuals, but these texts have not 

discussed the language and the balance between linguistic inclusion and exclusion 

created in the law.99  

 The court case of M.T. v. J.T. (1975) is the case of legal precedent for transgender 

rulings, though not all of the current courts follow the argument of this New Jersey case. 

In this case, the plaintiff, M.T., a transgender woman, sued her ex-husband for alimony. 
                                                           
99 See works by Currah, Juang, and Minter, as well as Morrow and Messinger. 
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The defendant, J.T., appealed the court’s decision on the grounds that his wife was 

actually a man, thus nullifying the marriage. The courts ruled in favor of M.T., telling the 

husband that the marriage was valid and alimony was due to the plaintiff after the 

divorce. The court ruling made use of the medical field, the field of psychology, and the 

physical representation of the transgender woman’s genitals. This analysis first examines 

the medical language used by the courts , then the language of the testimonies given, and 

finally the disjunction between transgender individuals who have had sex changes and 

those who have not when viewed by the law.  

 In chapter one, I defined the terms gender dysphoria and transsexual. I repeat the 

definition of transsexual here due to its importance:  

[an] individual [who] has irreversibly accepted a gender identification opposite to 
that of his normal biological identity. The desire of these individuals to deny and 
change their biological sex, and to pass into, maintain, and be accepted in the 
gender role of the opposite sex is so great and intense that it becomes the sole, 
consuming preoccupation of their lives.100  

This is still, to the effect of current law, the principle upon which the legal rights of 

transgender individuals are built. The concept of physically “passing” as the chosen 

gender is what allows the transgender person to live in society as his or her chosen gender 

and is part of what decided the case in favor of M.T.. Other cases have found conflict 

with M.T. v. J.T. but the case has not been overturned. The most vocal case to find fault 

with the New Jersey ruling is a fairly recent case from Texas titled Christie Lee Littleton 

v. Mark Prange (1999) which argued that M.T. v. J.T. was the only case still standing in 

                                                           
100 Pauly, Ira. 1969. Adult Manifestations of Male Transsexualism. in Transsexualism and Sex 
Reassignment eds. Richard Green and John Money. 37. Baltimore: John Hopkins Press. 
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favor of transgender marriage rights and should thus be overturned. 101 The Littleton case 

had little historical argument and did not fully implicate the court precedent thus leaving 

M.T. v. J.T. to stand as a definitive case.102 

 New Jersey judge D. Handler wrote the opinion of M.T. v. J.T.. Handler gave a 

very detailed recounting of both his opinion and the opinion of the previous appeals 

decided in the case. Handler’s language is not gender neutral though it strives to present a 

balance of information. Through his language choices, Handler presents a pro-

transgender ruling that is still nonetheless exclusive of some members of the transgender 

community including pre-operative transpersons, as well as those who chose not to 

undergo sex changes operations. The opinion begins with the statement “Involved is a 

post-operative transsexual, born a male but now claiming to be a female.”103 In this 

opening statement Handler operates on multiple levels of language. First, he correctly 

identifies M.T. with the transgender cultural term of post-operative, indicating her 

surgical history and gender status. Then he uses the medical word transsexual, a word 

that had already fallen out of favor in transgender language. Finally, he uses the verb 

“claiming” to imply doubt as to the femininity and femaleness of M.T. The use of 

“claiming” indicates an initial hesitation by the court to accept the presented gender of 

M.T. as a transwoman. The implication given by the language usage suggests that M.T.’s 

gender will not be taken solely as it is outwardly presented; rather, M.T. will have to 
                                                           
101 Christie Lee Littleton v Mark Prange. 1999. Texas Court of Appeals: Hardberger CJ and Angelini and 
López JJ. < http://christielee.net/legal9.htm>. 
102 Littleton v. Prange: Littleton is a transgender woman whose husband died due to neglect on the part of 
Dr. Prange. She attempted to bring a wrongful death suit against Prange but the Texas courts denied her 
marriage as legal, thus denying her rights to bring suit on her husband’s behalf. 
103 M.T. v. J.T. 140 N.J. Super (1976) 78. 
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physically prove that she is not just “claiming” to be a woman but truly is female through 

physical and mental testing. This language clears the way for the inclusion of medical 

proof in the reasoning of the court. 

 Further analysis of the words transgender and transsexual is required. Historically, 

the British were the first to choose the use of transexual, one “s” over the Americanized 

transsexual. Most of the transgender society prefers the single “s.” Inherent in a 

discussion of language is the cultural implications of choice. Through the bond of a 

common nomenclature, transpersons are united into a singular culture; this cry has been 

picked up in recent literature and will be discussed in greater depth in the following 

chapters. Riki Wilchins asks “Who knows what to call transpeople these days? The 

dominant discourse in the transcommunity is at best a moving target.”104 The term 

transgender has evolved into an umbrella term for the entire collection of the 

“transgressively gendered,” a term taken from Kate Bornstein, in the time since 1970. 

When the case of M.T. v. J.T. was brought to court the transgender community was still 

actively debating how to label and address the culture as a whole. The court used the 

common terminology of the time, but it is a term that now dates the language choice and 

which has not evolved through the courts to match the current cultural changes in the 

present transgender community. 

 Words that do not appear in the court case include transgendered, transvestite, 

pre-operative, and “a change.” As Wilchins says, “No one IS a change. One can ask for 

                                                           
104 Wilchins, Ricki Anne 1997. Read my lips. New York: Firebrand Books. 15. 
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change, own change, exchange, change tires…but one cannot BE a change.”105 The court 

does well in this instance by not using slang to refer to the group and in keeping the 

language of the case formal and relative to the medical community. The initial instance of 

using language that could be perceived as derogatory comes with the use of the word 

“claiming.” While the word fits the case and the law with regards to not knowing the 

outcome of the decision, the idea of a transgender individual “claiming” to be one gender 

or the other would now be found offensive. Chromosomal testing would not reduce or 

support the “claim” on gender as the New Jersey court itself ruled that the test was to 

strict and difficult to pass, even for a “true” woman. 

 Transgender individuals who have been diagnosed with gender dysphoria but who 

have not yet undergone surgery are called pre-trans. Despite not having received surgery, 

or even choosing not to have surgery, these individuals are still considered by the current 

medical and transgender communities to be transgender men and women who live as the 

correct gender. Those who have completed their surgeries are called post-op trans. In the 

case of M.T., the plaintiff had undergone sexual reassignment surgery (SRS) in order to 

become female. The court examined the complex steps taken in order to become the new 

gender. Testimony in the case began with psychological experts. Dr. Charles Ihlenfeld, a 

contemporary of Harry Benjamin, spoke on behalf of the plaintiff. 106 He defined 

transsexual as “a person who discovers sometime, usually very early in life, that there is a 

great discrepancy between the physical genital anatomy and the person’s sense of self-

                                                           
105 Wilchins, Ricki Anne 1997. Read my lips. New York: Firebrand Books. 27. 
106 Harry Benjamin is the man credited with creating the medical standards of care for transgender persons. 
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identity as a male or as a female.”107 Dr. Ihlenfeld testified, as did my friend, that 

transpersons know that they are disconnected from their physical bodies very early in life.  

 After diagnosing M.T. as transgender, Dr. Ihlenfled physically identified M.T. as 

a male by showing records which indicated that prior to sexual reassignment surgery she 

had “a penis, scrotum and testicles.” After surgery, M.T. had “a vagina and labia which 

were ‘adequate for sexual intercourse’ and could function as any female vagina, that is, 

for ‘traditional penile/vaginal intercourse.’”108 Surgery to create female and male sexual 

organs is highly complex and has multiple options with regards to the amount of removal 

and construction that can be performed. These surgeries include, but are not limited to, 

removal of the testes, inversion of the penis, sculpting of the labial lips, and construction 

of a clitoris in a male.109 For a female transgender surgeries include complete 

mastectomy; phalloplasy using the Gillies tube, “tube within a tube” method, suitcase 

handle method, or free tissue flap transfer (FTFT); or metoidioplasty which involves 

releasing the clitoris to allow it to enlarge.110 Instead of, or in addition to surgery, pre-

trans individuals undergo hormone therapy, taking either estrogen or testosterone to 

create changes in the physical body. Dr. Ihlenfeld testified that M.T. had successful 

reconstructive surgery that resulted in functional female anatomy. Previous cases that 

debated the marriage rights of transgenders pivoted on the concept of sexual intercourse, 

                                                           
107 M.T. v. J.T. 140 N.J. Super. (1976) 79-80. 
108 M.T. v. J.T. 140 N.J. Super. (1976) , 81. 
109 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender Outlaw. 16-17. New York: Routledge. 
110 Green, James. 1994. Getting Real About FTM Surgery. Chrysalis Quarterly, 9. 
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as does this case.111 M.T. was successful in her defense of her femininity because she 

could have sex in a traditional, female manner. Simple hormone treatment would not 

have allowed M.T. to have traditional receptive sex. In the language of the courts, it is the 

ability to receive the penis during intercourse that differentiates between a man who 

thinks he is a woman, and a man who has become a woman.  

  In the court testimony, the appearance of the constructed female genitals was 

pivotal to the decision. The opinion reads “Plaintiff had no uterus or cervix, but her 

vagina had a ‘good cosmetic appearance’ and was ‘the same as a normal female vagina 

after a hysterectomy.’”112 In one sentence the difficulties associated with gender 

reconstruction surgery are reduced to “good cosmetic appearance” and being “the same 

as a normal female vagina.” This reduction of the struggle for physical and mental 

harmony into the barest of forms--a mark of identity that most people will never see--

severely curtails the legal options available to transwomen. The court has offered a way 

in which transwomen can be recognized as fully female at the expense of those who 

cannot afford surgery, as well as transmen. Due to the complications of the female to 

male surgery, as well as the lack of success in creating erectile tissue, female to male 

transgender persons rarely have control over the man-made penis. This lack of control 

would cause the transmen to fail the sex test, thus putting them outside of the protection 

of the law in this instance. The ruling of gender based on physical genitals stands as an 

                                                           
111 Because of United States sodomy laws, the courts created a determination of sexual reception which did 
not include anal sex or oral sex. Instead, in order to have a valid marriage a transexual must be able to 
either receive a penis vaginally, or get an erection and initiate male sex. In the case of B. v. B. (1974) the 
marriage was annulled because the transman could not have physical intercourse with his wife. 
112 M.T. v. J.T. 140 N.J. Super (1976) 81. 
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interesting parallel to publicly expressed opinion that physical genitals do not matter, but 

in contrast to the testimony of transwoman Riki Wilchins. During a performance art piece 

Wilchins calls “Our Cunts are not the Same: Transexual Sexuality and Sex-Change 

Surgery,” she relates this story of comparison: “I ask all the participants, in the strongest 

terms possible, to refer to the area in question [the genitals] as my penis…Nearly all the 

participants do three things while exploring my penis: first, they exclaim about the 

wonders of modern surgery; second, they invariably refer to it as a cunt; and third, they 

declaim about how it’s just like theirs.”113 The conflation of gender and sex organs that is 

performed by the group participants is what essentially the court system is doing in 

utilizing the testimony about the structure and appearance of M.T.’s constructed vagina. 

The court argues that appearance is necessary to the creation of female identity. This 

argument choice reveals a bias towards the surgical process of creating the new identity 

rather than the mental understanding and acceptance of the harmonious gender. This is an 

instance of law similar to what occurred in Roe. v. Wade (1973), in which the court 

decided that the medical field, not the individual, had the right to choose the outcome of 

the patient. In this way, the court is taking power away from the transperson and 

empowering the court and medical field with the right to control the gender needs of the 

individual. By utilizing language that recognizes cultural labels, but denying the access to 

those labels based on medical analysis, the court remains beneficial through recognition 

of rights but negative in the larger schema of transgender power and equality. 

                                                           
113 Wilchins, Ricki Anne 1997. Read my lips. New York: Firebrand Books, 117. 
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 The choice of the court to use appearance, surgical procedure, and the ability to 

perform sexually over the use of a chromosomal test is beneficial to the transgender 

culture, Martine Rothblatt explains, “it is not true that all legally defined women are XX 

and all legally defined men are XY. Hundreds of thousands of people are born with all 

manner of chromosomal variations, including XXY and X, among others.”114 Indeed the 

New Jersey court argues against the choice made by the English legal courts to use a 

three pronged gender identity test. The English Corbett Gender Test utilized three 

methods of gender analysis: the chromosomal, the gonadal, and the genital. The 

transgender individual had to be found to have a consistent gender identity across all 

three tests. The New Jersey court argued that the meeting of all three standards was too 

difficult and could not even be necessarily achieved by a traditional male or female. This 

decision was supported by testimony given during the case. 

  Secondary expert testimony, delivered by Dr. Charles Annicello, again 

referenced surgery as necessary to be considered female. The argument for surgery as a 

means of gender identity lies in contrast to the transgender cultural belief that once a 

person has been diagnosed with gender dysphoria and begins hormone treatment, he or 

she can identify as transgender and is the opposite gender. This cultural belief allows the 

inclusion of those who are less able to afford or unwilling to access surgical 

accommodations for gender reassignment surgery. When the court adopted a medical 

only language to describe gender, it reduced the number of transpersons who could be 

legally recognized before the law. The narrowing of legal language to such medical 
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specifics creates a bias against inclusivity under the law. No longer are transpersons 

viewed as complicit in making their own gender choices; rather, the medical field and the 

law must make those choices for them. 

 The medical argument for the defendant was delivered by the defendant’s adopted 

father. The defendants doctor attempted to revision the definition of female used by the 

plaintiff to include “female organs in an anatomical sense … a vagina and a uterus and 

ovaries or at least has had them.”115 The language used by Dr. T. is similar to that of the 

initial statements of the court in that he questions the validity of the plaintiff’s claim of 

femaleness. Dr. T. was “’very sympathetic to any male person’ who had ‘the emotional 

and mental reactions of a female,’ since he knew that it was ‘very annoying,’ he still did 

not believe that that (sic) was determinative [of gender].”116 The difference in language 

expressed between Dr. T. and the courts is an example of the different opinions that 

exists in the national public sphere. Dr. T. uses language that suggests M.T., as a man 

with the “emotional and mental reactions of a female” was “annoyed” at having these 

unnecessary thoughts of women in her head. The language of Dr. T. is not taken up by 

the courts; neither is it rebuked. Dr. T. utilizes language to cast doubt on M.T.’s need to 

be female; this belittles the effort of gender surgery. Though over thirty years have 

passed since this court ruling the attitude towards transgender individuals has not always 

progressed. The national viewpoint can be seen reflected in current transgender court 
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cases such as the Texas case of Littleton v. Prange or Farmer v. Brennan, Warden 

(1994).  

 Dr. T. refers to the symptoms of gender dysphoria as being annoying; his 

statements seem to have little in common with the agonizing disjunction between 

physical genitals and the mental construction of gender described by transgender persons. 

In ruling for the transwoman, the New Jersey court set a precedent in which it is not 

lawful to implicate those who identify as transgender as being lesser in the face of the 

law. This ruling was abridged when the House passed the Employment Non-

Discrimination Act or ENDA (HR 3685) to protect gays, lesbians, and bisexuals but not 

transgenders.117 The passing of House Bill 3685 argues that the connection of the concept 

of transgender to such terms as annoying and wrong fits the national state concerning 

transgender rights and acceptance. The court avoids these emotional connotations by 

adhering to medical terminology and defining transgender based on the surgical 

normalizing of the body. This enables the court to appear unbiased, as well as gives 

credence to a legal decision that may not have been altogether popular with New Jersey 

constituents.  

 The transgender community has made attempts to more clearly define both the 

language of transgender culture and the levels of care that the states should enforce. In 

addressing the language of the culture, which the court makes some attempt to utilize, the 

concepts of transgender and transgendered are separated, as are transexual and 
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transgender. Transgender, without the –ed, is a noun. This indicates that a transgender 

individual has always been the way that he or she is; the individual has never been 

“normal” and then been “transgendered.” The use of transgendered suggests that being 

gender dysphoric is a choice. Some scholars, much like Dr. T., argue that the –ed implies 

that the transgender individual has had sexual reassignment surgery. Within the 

transgender community, this assumption is false. Rather, those who have had or will have 

surgery are called pre-trans or post-trans, referring here to the transition created through 

surgery. Regardless of the surgical experience or lack thereof, the transgender individual 

is still a member of the community and is considered by the transgender group to deserve 

the gender title he or she chooses. Other words used to indicate surgery status include 

pre-op trans and post-op trans, referring to those who have not yet had surgery and those 

who have. The court uses this language, specifically the term of post-operative, to refer to 

M.T.s sexual and marriage status.  

 In Handlers’ review of the previous cases and rulings decided between M.T. and 

J.T., seven factors considered relevant to sexual determination are mentioned and will be 

explored momentarily. For Handler and the previous judges a transgender woman would 

be considered male until she had sexual reassignment surgery to physically create a 

vagina. Despite the forward thinking nature of the decision for the case, the ruling of the 

preceding district court admitted national bias: “The entire area of transsexualism is 

repugnant to the nature of many persons within our society. However, this should not 
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govern the legal acceptance of a fact.”118 By constructing the verdict on the basis of an 

undeniable medical fact, the physical genitals of M.T., the court is creating a fact that can 

be argued and medically supported. M.T. has a vagina. She can have sexual intercourse 

with a man, as a woman. She does not have to commit sodomy in order to have sexual 

relations with her husband. If she had not had the sexual reassignment surgery, she would 

be both breaking the law and committing a religious sin when she had sex. Thus, the 

court creates a line in time before which a transgender individual is simply a person who 

is confused, and is not actually the desired gender despite potentially living as such and 

being diagnosed as transgender. The holdover of religious preferences into the law results 

in a legalized sin of sodomy. Transpersons who retain emotional connections with their 

churches report that they feel they are correcting a mistake, not committing a sin, 

regardless of their methods of sexual release.119 

 In an earlier British transgender marriage case, the 1960s courts held that 

“marriage is a relationship which depends on sex and not on gender” and that a 

transgender person cannot “reproduce a person who is capable of performing the essential 

role of a woman in marriage.”120 The implication given from the British courts is one 

which is often referred to in abortion cases: the need for a woman to physically have 

children. Since a transwoman cannot biologically give birth she is not legally considered 

female in the British courts. American transwomen sometimes replace this biological 

implication by donating sperm prior to the removal of the penis and testicles. The law 
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could potentially view the stored sperm as a way to procreate; this prevents the now-

sterile woman from failing to fulfill the religious and implied national prerogative to 

procreate. An instance of this occurred in the marriage of transman Thomas Beatie and 

his wife. While trying to conceive, it was discovered that Beaties’ naturally female wife 

could not have children. Beatie, in response, decided to have the child himself, in his still 

viable uterus and with his own eggs.121 When the couple first tried to obtain sperm for 

Beatie, the sperm bank refused. Beatie sued the sperm bank and was awarded the right to 

use donated sperm. In June, he bore a daughter via natural birth methods.122 Beatie stands 

as an example of one of the various ways transpersons can use alternative means to 

procreate. In addition to transgender individuals taking procreative action, the culture as a 

whole has begun to take action for legal rights.  

 The surgical process of genital construction, for both males and females, is 

intense, expensive and time consuming. What the court did not address in its findings 

were those individuals who could not afford sexual reassignment surgery. Instead, the 

court ruled that “a preoperative transsexual is an example of that kind of disharmony, and 

most experts would be satisfied that the individual should be classified according to 

biological criteria.”123 The method of gender classification through construction of 
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physical genitals has been the accepted standard in American legal practices ever 

since.124  

 Some courts, such as in Texas, use the biological gender determined at birth while 

other courts, such as New Jersey and New York, use the surgically created gender. In 

both instances transgender individuals who are passing in the chosen gender without 

surgical means are excluded and prevented from legal recourse in marriage, name 

changes, and changes in birth certificate gender. 

 The court follows the construction of the medical and biological gender which 

constitutes the basis for the ruling with an astute but not applied observation. The judicial 

observation of gender simply based on the current state of the genitals potentially 

implicates changes in the legal system with regards to the traditional view of gender. 

Handler writes: 

The evidence and authority which we have examined, however, show that a 
person’s sex or sexuality embraces an individual’s gender, that is, one’s self-
image, the deep psychological or emotional sense of sexual identity and character. 
Indeed, it has been observed that the ‘psychological sex of an individual,’ while 
not serviceable for all purposes, is ‘practical, realistic and humane.125  
 

This statement argues that the legal system needs to find a way to align the use of 

medical terminology and research with the true psychological diagnosis of gender 

dysphoria prior to sexual reassignment surgery. Handler implies that sex and gender are 

separate but interdependent processes. The argument Handler is making does not clarify 
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the differences between the two. Instead, the language usage employed actually clouds 

the issues of sex and gender more than the medical jargon. As Handler argues M.T. v. 

J.T., psychological sex determines gender but since psychological sex cannot be 

specifically determined, attempting to use such a qualification for gender divination 

would be unfathomable to the courts since it cannot be quantitatively tested.  

 Handler uses the concept of sex and gender being separate but interdependent in 

order to justify his ruling that since M.T. has been harmonized physically to the desired 

gender, she is fully female. The language choices made and supported by Handler fail to 

recognize the implications derived from the wording of the “‘psychological sex of an 

individual.’ Handler states that, while psychological sex is not serviceable for all 

purposes, is ‘practical, realistic and humane.’” Since Handler is building on a concept 

that includes the psychological sex of the individual, but is not solely using that concept, 

the argument presented by the court does not fully incorporate the differences between 

pre- and post-operative transgender individuals. The statement indicates that the use of 

psychological sex to decided legal cases is potentially realistic, but does not explain why 

it is not used at this point in time. Perhaps the reasoning behind the exclusion of the 

concept stems from prior cases addresses the idea of “passing” as fraudulent. The 

language suggests more of a lack of comprehension of the true limitations of means 

available to members of the community than an addressing of fraudulent claims. The 

language choices made by Handler place limitations on the rights of transgender 

individuals. Even though the court argues that the use of psychological sex is “practical, 

realistic, and humane,” the court fails to implement its own options of argument. Rather 
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than attempting to frame gender through psychological choices, gender is framed through 

physical construction. This construction limits the types of transgender individuals who 

are then considered male or female under the law. This lack of recognition implies that 

those individuals who are neither male nor female will be refused legal protection despite 

medical testimony about the mental state of personal gender. Denial of the mental 

gendered state leaves those individuals who cannot or chose not to have gender 

reconstruction surgery outside legally recognized norms. 

 The conflation of sex and gender, as seen in each of the three previous 

transgender cases, continues as Handler further unpacks his decision. Handler writes “a 

person’s sex or sexuality embraces an individual’s gender,” then defines gender as “one’s 

self-image,” only to add the label of “psychological sex.” His conflation of terms ruptures 

the terminology used by both the medical and transgender communities. The court 

attempts to reason that sex and gender are different; sexual ability and sex as an action 

are the basis for the decision in favor of M.T. rather than her questioned gender or her 

performance of that gender. Since she can have sex as a woman, she is a woman. The act 

of sexual intercourse determines her gender, which is the outward representation of her 

“self-image.” The court must then be asked what is meant by “psychological sex.” 

Handler utilizes the term again when he announces the court’s decision: 

We are impelled to the conclusion that for marital purposes if the anatomical or 
genital features of a genuine transsexual are made to conform to the person’s 
gender, psyche or psychological sex, then identity by sex must be governed by the 
congruence of these standards…it is the sexual capacity of the individual which 
must be scrutinized. Sex capacity or sexuality in this frame of reference requires 
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the coalescence of both the physical ability and the psychological and emotional 
orientation to engage in sexual intercourse as either a male or a female.126 

The argument suggests that psychological sex represents the combination of both the 

physical embodiment of and the practice of physical, sexual relations as would be natural 

in the desired sexual form. Through this interpretation of the law and medical science, 

pre-operative or non-operative transgender individuals are not eligible for marital rights. 

The specific framing of psychological sex by the court restricts the acceptance of gender 

to practices solely based on mental and outward physical representation. Psychological 

sex is thus constructed through the culmination of surgery and mental diagnosis rather 

than on personal choice. The combination of the two elements restricts those who will be 

allowed to participate in the legality of their gender. If a transperson cannot afford 

surgery or to finish psychiatric diagnosis, he or she will not been seen as gendered under 

the law. 

 In scholarly writings transpersons suggest that a transgender individual does not 

need surgery to “pass” as the desired gender. There are interesting implications for the 

courts if the ability to pass as the chosen gender is utilized as the standard for court 

decisions. The relaxing of the understanding of the terms of created and biological 

genders would allow the law to recognize a wider variety of genders. References to 

chosen types of clothing, previous and current displays of gender, and attempts at passing 

for one gender or the other are common themes in the cultural language of the 

transgender community. As Kate Bornstein states in Gender Outlaw, “There’s a reward 
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and punishment mechanism to passing. As much as I go on about this stuff, and as out of 

the closet as I am on a very broad public level, I still make an effort to walk down the 

street and pass on a very private level. I do this because I don’t want to get beaten up. I 

do this because all my life it’s been something I’ve wanted.”127 Bornstein is echoed by 

Califia, Wilchins, and GenderPAC advocate Carrie Davis.  

 The question being asked in the case of M.T. v. J.T. becomes whether or not the 

simple act of presentation as male or female is enough to validate a marriage as being 

between a man and a woman or if the attempt at passing is considered to be fraudulent 

under United States law. The case of Anonymous v. Weiner (1966) took up the issue of 

fraud; the trial judge ruled “the transsexual is not committing a fraud upon the public. In 

actuality she is doing her utmost to remove any false façade.”128 The ruling in the case of 

Anonymous v. Weiner suggests that by performing as the chosen gender, a transexual is 

being truer to him or herself than by attempting to present the body as a representation of 

the current genitals. An argument constructed in this way would further reinforce the idea 

that the current judicial reasoning based on medical proof of gender as constructed from 

genitalia is incorrect, as the pre-operative transgender is not acting fraudulently when he 

or she presents as the desired gender. Rather than having to wait to be medically created 

into the desired gender, a transgender man or woman could legally become the desired 

gender the moment he or she began to live full time as the mentally correct gender. For 

the law, this means that moment a psychiatrist confirms the beginning of the Real Life 
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Test, as described in the literature review, an individual would then be fully ensconced in 

the desired gender rather than having to wait through the two years of testing and 

additional months of surgery. Use of such a naturalization technique would, however, 

place stress on the anti-sodomy laws as well as on laws defining marriage as being 

between one man and one woman. While mentally the couple may be heterosexual, 

physically the couple must engage in same-sex intercourse in order to consummate the 

marriage, thus breaking the law. Medically the couple be would the same sex as well, 

since the gender reassignment surgery would not yet have occurred. 

 A further result of the previous case of Anonymous v. Weiner comes in the form 

of the national rejection of the chromosomal test. As I discussed earlier, human 

chromosomes come in a nearly unending variety of combinations. The Anonymous v. 

Weiner case decided that the use of a chromosomal test was “unrealistic and inhuman.” 

The New York courts’ final decision expressed the reasoning behind the refusal of the 

chromosomal test and offered the creation of a new test having nothing to do with 

chromosomes: 

Where there is disharmony between the psychological sex and the anatomical sex, 
the social sex or gender of the individual will be determined by the anatomical 
sex. Where, however, with or without medical intervention, the psychological sex 
and the anatomical sex are harmonized, then the social sex or gender of the 
individual should be made to conform to the harmonized status of the individual 
and, if such conformity requires changes of a statistical nature, then such changes 
should be made.129 
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The New York court ruled that the transgender individual had the right to change his or 

her documentation if the mental and physical genders had been harmonized. If, however, 

harmony had not been achieved, the individual had to remain identified per the biological 

gender.130 This is the previous ruling which enabled Handler to rule in favor of M.T. in 

the New Jersey case. 

 In the case of Hartin v. Director of the Bureau of Records (1973) the New York 

courts rejected the request by a transgender individual to change the birth certificate on 

file. The court noted that “a sex reassignment operation is ‘an experimental form of 

psychotherapy . . . mutilating surgery . . . that nonetheless does not change the body cells 

governing sexuality.’”131 The judgment was found to be unsound and was thrown out by 

the M.T. v. J.T. case. Similarly, the previous Anonymous v. Wiener was found to be poor 

reasoning and was discarded. In the Hartin case, sexual reassignment surgery is 

considered “experimental” and “mutilating” yet still does not result in changing the 

sexuality of the individual. The use of experimental and mutilating language reflects 

three possible reasoning’s: disregard for the needs of transpersons, a lack of information 

about the processes used during genital construction procedures, or a viewing of genital 

reconstruction as dehumanizing. These three options do not inform the opinion; instead, 

the options reflect a lack of research on the part of the court. These cases failed in part 

because, unlike M.T. v. J.T., the reasonings were not supported by medical facts. Instead, 

the courts utilized language that illuminated inconsistencies in the legal treatment of 
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transpersons as well as possible cultural biases against the transgender experience and 

culture.  

  In contrast to previous court cases, such as the British case of Corbett v. Corbett 

(1970), the court in M.T. v. J.T. collected a massive amount of medical and psychological 

data prior to administering the ruling. In the time since the ruling of M.T. v. J.T., no other 

United States court has reconnoitered as much data about the individuals involved. The 

case of M.T. v. J.T. became the first to establish a legal definition of the transgender term. 

The majority opinion declared: 

An individual suffering from the condition of transsexualism is one with a 
disparity between his or her genitalia or anatomical sex and his or her gender, that 
is, the individual’s strong and consistent emotional and psychological sense of 
sexual being. A transsexual in a proper case can be treated medically by certain 
supportive measures and through surgery to remove and replace existing genitalia 
with sex organs which will coincide with the person’s gender.132 

The court used medical and psychological language to create this legal definition for the 

transgender individual. The definition closely parallels those used by both the medical 

and transgender communities. The term “gender" is reconstructed to mean an internal 

sense of sexual being, rather than the biology with which one is born. In contrast to the 

language of the transgender culture, however, the court definition makes use of the term 

suffering. In the case of actual construction of gender the use of the word “suffered” 

implicates the individual as being different from the rest of society and suffering from 

some unusual illness or ostracism. This language creates a distance between “normal” 

culture and the transgender culture. Despite the use of positive words such as 
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harmonized, the court indicates that even in harmony there is a sense of suffering within 

the individual. The language of the court thus indicates that even though the individual 

may be harmonized, suffering continues on multiple levels. 

Kenneth Burke’s theory of consubstantiation helps explicate the underlying rhetorical 

meaning involved in this contrasting of suffering and acceptance. Burke writes “he is 

both joined and separate, at once a distinct substance and consubstantial with another.”133 

Handler argues that transsexualism creates a dissonance between sex and gender, and 

between the transperson and the heteronormative individual. Once the genitalia “coincide 

with the person’s gender” the individual has, in Burke’s words, become distinct and yet 

consubstantial with those recognized by the law, or, heteronormative culture. The court 

may not be entirely incorrect to make use of the word suffering. Transgender writers 

speak often of the troubles associated with life as a transgender individual. Initially, the 

suffering is internal and comes from the schism present between psychological sex and 

physical, biological sex; later, the suffering comes when or if society fails to tolerate the 

results of surgical harmony. The case of M.T. v. J.T. is unique and necessary to the court 

system through the precedent set in the ruling and the language of the court. 

 The court concludes the case abruptly. Discussion of the legality of gender 

occupies the bulk of the document and comes to a sudden end when the court announces 

that M.T. and her gender are harmonized. The court ruled that: 

In this case the transsexual’s gender and genitalia are no longer discordant; they 
have been harmonized through medical treatment. Plaintiff has become physically 
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and psychologically unified and fully capable of sexual activity consistent with 
her reconciled sexual attributes of gender and anatomy. Consequently, plaintiff 
should be considered a member of the female sex for marital purposes.134 

The court utilized the language it created to substantiate its ruling and the rulings of the 

previous courts. The court again made use of the words harmonized, unified, and 

reconciled. The use of these language choices indicates a level of understanding within 

the court for the difficulties of being gender dysphoric. The court does not leave room for 

transgender individuals who choose not to undergo surgery, however. The individuals 

who do not wish to or cannot have sexual reassignment surgery are categorized, along 

with gays and lesbians, in a legal no-man’s-land of restricted rights. The court does well 

in recognizing the status of transpersons after sexual reconstruction, but fails to allow for 

individual commitment to gender without physical alterations.  

 The language used by the court, despite the discussion of harmony, creates 

schisms within the sexually diverse communities of gays, lesbians, and non- or pre- 

operative transpersons. The ruling of the court stands in relation to this exclusion of the 

fringes of the minority group; the inclusive language suggests that the court would rule in 

favor of all transgender individuals until the medical language used to construct the case 

is examined. The implications of this case, the cases referenced by the court, and the 

cases that subsequently followed this ruling are diverse and impact heavily on the legal 

rights of the transgender community. 

 The construction of a preferred social culture or community is usually not 

performed by outside forces. While a hegemonic culture does define and place 
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restrictions on the subcultures that reside within, these definitions and restrictions are 

rarely preferred by the subculture and its members. In the case of the legal representation 

of the transgender community though, Judge Handler defined the level of acceptance for 

gender passing. He used the term “transsexual,” which continues to be used in the 

national court systems today. This term is not predominantly accepted within the 

transgender community. Handler allowed the medical community to become the lynch 

pin for the case of gender identity through physical science rather than through the 

psychological construction of gender identity. The act of pinning the ruling on medical 

science rather than psychological proof potentially creates a breach between the diagnosis 

and treatment of transgender individuals. Though it is the diagnosis of gender dysphoria 

by the psychologist that allows the surgeon to perform the sex change operation, the 

power of identity creation is awarded to the medical practitioner. The court ruling also 

created a class system within the transgender community; those who can afford sexual 

reassignment surgery are seen as truly male or female while those individuals who cannot 

afford the surgery are maintained within the previous gender and are not entitled to the 

same rights as transgender individuals who have paid for surgery. I determine this to be a 

class system based on writings from within the transcommunity. Those who either did not 

want or could not afford sexual reconstruction surgery felt no loss of self or gender until 

the law began to base its rulings on physicality of sex. The use of funding to determine 

gender creates a class system in which some can afford to be seen as the desired gender 

while others cannot. Finally, Handler and the courts constructed an image of the 

transgender community that resides outside the transgender cultural norms. From the 
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viewpoint of the court, the transgender community is filled with men and women who 

desire to have surgery and fully become the new gender. The transgender community 

does not share those same views and instead embraces members who consider themselves 

to be a third gender, one neither male nor female, as well as those who do desire gender 

reassignment surgery. These individuals are excluded from protection by the law in cases 

of rights associated with gender. These constructions of identity by the court are caused 

by the legal conflation of physical gender and mental gender. 

 A transgender individual fully believes that he or she needs to be a specific gender 

different from the one currently being performed by the body. The court harmonizes the 

differences between physical gender and mental gender, but does so at a cost to the 

transgender culture. Once the two genders have been singularized, the transperson, who 

is either male or female or a member of the third gender, is no longer legally protected or 

recognized. This conflation of gender performance results in a court system that abridges 

the rights of transgender individuals. The individual is no longer allowed to simply feel 

or perform male or female, instead he or she must physically represent male or female as 

a physical and iconic performance. This analysis shows that while the language of the 

courts may be attempting to engage in discourse with a recognized subculture, the 

imposed expectations of normative society restrict the lengths of protection and rights to 

which the courts can and will go.  

 The court avoids the humanistic connotations of accepting evidence and 

testimony arguing that transgender physical representation is enough on which to pass a 

judgment of gender. Instead the court relies on medical and physical evidence. This 
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reliance on the physical allows the court to view the transgender individual from a 

distance and as less than a person for whom the question of identity is a key aspect of his 

or her very being.  

The New Jersey court created a test of gender determination which is accurate in 

determining the new gender of the individual. The Sexual Ability Test examines the 

ability of the transgender man or woman to have traditional male to female sex. The test 

determines the gender of the transgender to be male if the man can physically achieve 

penile penetration of a woman and a woman to be female if she can receive a penis into 

her vagina. Those transgender individuals who cannot have sex in this fashion are 

excluded from marriage with another individual, because the couple would be of the 

same sex and the marriage would be void. The court makes use of this test in the case of 

M.T. v. J.T. and argues that the since the test validates the couple as heterosexual, 

marriage and other rights are owed to the transgender individual. 

 The case of M.T. v. J.T. has been shown to perform a pivotal task in the legal 

construction of transgender identity and rights. The language of the courts affixes 

medical terminology to the diagnosis and performance of identity and gender through the 

use of technical language and distance. The language choices, identity construction, and 

legal definitions of transmen and women have resonance within the ruling of this case. 

The information and understanding Judge Handler undertook to extricate from a legally 

invisible sub-culture has left a mark on transgender law that has not, and will not, be 

easily discarded. 
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 Transgender law effects daily aspects of transgender lives. The law has, through 

the decision of M.T. v. J.T., emphasized the dichotomy of gender, the absolute division of 

male and female. This decision impacts transpersons and effects the ways in which they 

live their lives. In Hidden: A Gender, Kate Bornstein shows the ways governmental 

control and laws affect the lives of persons historic and current. Through the performance 

of the play script, as well as the performance of gender, Bornstein comments on the ways 

in which the law controls gender fluidity. The following analysis provides the counterpart 

to the medicalized language of the law, expressing gender through performance and 

emotion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

HIDDEN AGENDAS IN HIDDEN: A GENDER 

The act of analyzing performance texts becomes important when gender is viewed 

within the framework of performativity. As Judith Butler and Riki Anne Wilchins argue, 

gender is fluid and personally constructed. Rhetorically examining a stage performance 

of gender enables scholars to further understand the transgender experience through the 

theatrical lens.  

 The text itself, a two-act play script titled Hidden: A Gender, is full of 

opportunities for exploration and analysis. What must be asked of the text, however, is 

how it problematizes gender, gender norms, and gender construction. Hidden: A Gender 

operates within the “normal” schema of language: this both constrains language usages 

and enjoins the author to grow the English language to fit her needs. On one hand, Kate 

Bornstein is held captive by language and the ways in which gender is formally created. 

This creates a framework within which Bornstein must balance what she needs to say 

with what she must use to deliver her message. On the other hand, since she is held 

captive by a sterile, dichotomized language, she creates new nomenclature for her gender 

and for others who are fluidly gendered. The use of close textual analysis allows the 

exploration of both sides of this issue within the overarching problem of gender, its’ 

norms, and the ways gender is constructed.  

 Within the text of Hidden: A Gender multiple schema and opportunities for 

understanding emerge. The text presents opportunity after opportunity for analysis. This 

chapter explores the ways in which language, including names and gender identifiers, 
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time, space, and the concept of “Gender Blur” contextualize gender and transgender 

identity/identification. The performance of these elements before a heteronormative and 

transgender crowd underscores moments of acceptance, understanding, and 

consubstantially between the author/performer, heteronormative culture, and the 

transgender community. Exploration of this text enables transgender researchers to 

further understand the ways in which the transgender community frames identity, 

discourse, and language.  

 Hidden: A Gender follows the lives of two transgender individuals through love, 

loss, and gender discovery. The first character, Herman/Kate, is representative of the 

current audience and the current attitude towards transgender persons. The second 

character, Herculine/Able, enables the audience to look into the past and view historic 

treatments of transgender individuals. Herculine also acts as a “what if” concept 

throughout the script, showing the audience what could potentially happen if 

heteronormativity was forced on an individual. Herculine’s situation represents the 

problems faced by transgender individuals when the heteronormative culture dictates 

gender. Through the intertwining of the two stories, author Kate Bornstein deconstructs 

gender and creates the concept of the “Gender Blur,” a state in which gender is fluid, 

personal, and performed according to ones’ own preferences. Herman/Kate waits for the 

church to make him more of a man; when the church fails, he turns to performance. 

Herman learns how to perform as a man, but not how to feel comfortable as a man. He 

undergoes a sex change operation to become Kate. Herculine, in contrast to Herman, 

confesses to the church that she enjoys the attention of other women; the church 
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discovers she has no uterus and forces her into masculine status. Bornstein presents two 

images of gender construction: voluntary and involuntary. Herculine/Able, changed 

involuntarily, unaccepted by society, commits suicide while Herman/Kate, having gotten 

to make a choice, lives on in a fluidly gendered space.135 Time and space work hand in 

hand within the script to extricate the performance from the normal flow of time. Space is 

also reconstructed within the script to allow the audience to navigate scenes on stage that 

would never be possible in reality. Initial construction appears within the most basic 

element of the script: the stage directions. 

 An analysis of the stage directions establishes how Kate Bornstein, as a 

transgender writer, first experienced and imagined the physicality of the scene; that we, 

as auditors, know this speaks of two outside events: first, Bornstein was in the 

production, thus on hand for each direction, and second, Bornstein was dramatizing her 

own gender change. The primary knowledge to gain from the examination of the stage 

directions comes from Bornstein’s scenic construction. Though I say scenic, I do not 

mean a set stage; rather, I mean the internal context Bornstein creates for the actors and 

directors as they work. This internal context could possibly appear in the physical context 

of the stage.  

 In the introduction to Act I, Scene i the first comment made to the actors (or 

reader), prepares them for the visual representation of the play: “The staging is a unit set, 

and should suggest the studio of a television talk show program…it should also include 

                                                           
135 To read the play, see Gender Outlaw by Kate Bornstein. Hidden: A Gender is printed 
in the text. 
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elements of the nineteenth century ancestor of today’s talk shows – the traveling 

medicine shows.”136 Immediately the actors are on display. According to I.A. Richards, 

though we see the word “talk show” each one of us identifies a different picture; this 

allows the director to make a choice about the appearance of the talk show within the 

textual context of the supreme “talk show” created by the author. Similarly, when the 

reader thinks of “traveling medicine shows” he or she is drawn into the past. Those 

reading the script now know to display themselves, if actors, or to watch, if audience 

members. Through the first line of the first stage directions, Bornstein has created a 

context in which gender is to be watched, as a performance, and in which gender is 

submitted voluntarily to scrutiny, as those whose gender is in question appear in a talk 

show-like setting. Bornstein has already created a context in which we, as reader, 

recognize past and present, and in which it is all right to be fascinated with gender. 

 As the stage directions continue, Bornstein notes that “she/he [Herculine/Abel] is 

an ‘exhibit,”137 and that “Herman is also ‘on display’.” These directions clearly and 

concisely create a context in which gender is to be evaluated at face value; the live or 

reading audience must interpret the performed gender. Each character is then introduced 

in the stage directions prior to his/her appearance on stage. As Doc Grinder, originally 

performed by Bornstein herself, enters, the stage directions say, “Doc is a man or woman, 

and this ambiguity is never acknowledged by Doc him/herself.” Indeed Bornstein uses 

                                                           
136 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge 171. 
137 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge 171. 
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the gender ambiguity of Doc to cast him/her as both male and female when necessary 

using costume and gender affectations.  

When Herculine appears the stage directions state “Herculine, in the original 

production, was played by male actor Justin Bond…made no attempt at comic 

drag…managed a carefully prepared cross-gendered performance…”138 Through creating 

Herculine physically as male and textually as female, a live performance could 

potentially compare the performance to the reality of what the audience knows from 

reading in the program. In reflection of Herculine stands Herman, the construction of 

Kate Bornstein before her surgery. Hermans stage directions read “Herman was played 

by [a] female actor…no attempt at masquerading as another gender was made…Herman 

is on exhibit, a freak, a guest on a talk show. Doc is in control.”139 This statement furthers 

the context created by Doc and Herculine; male and female are juxtaposed yet conflated. 

Herculine and Herman, each played by the others’ gender norm, stand in contrast to 

societal norms. The next character introduced is one who interacts with Herman. Mr. 

Blunt is “played by Doc Grinder in semi-clown get-up.” Mr. Blunt, as a teacher and 

authority figure, is contextually situated as a clown through the text and makeup. His 

dialogue reflects the absurdity of his costume and comments on the concept that others’ 

could teach us, as individuals, how to behave in gender. The next new character 

introduced is called simply “the Girlfriend.” Again played by Doc, the girlfriend is 

characterized as “en femme” and textually represents every girl friend Herman ever had. 

                                                           
138 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 174. 
139 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 176. 
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The character speaks as if she were part of a Greek chorus, utilizing the pattern of speak 

and respond to explain how Herman, despite his female attributes, wooed her into sex. 

The use of the Greek chorus, historically connected to religious performances, parallels 

the usage of Christian and Jewish religious references, discussed presently. As the script 

continues, the audience is returned to the present by the character of Doc Grinder. The 

stage directions indicate that Doc remains “en femme” when she/he returns to his/her role 

as talk show host. Not only is Doc now female, she/he presents an opportunity for 

Herman to display his masculinity through actions: “Herman comes up behind Doc, 

pushing his hips into Doc’s backside…Herman and Doc tango off together.”140 As Act I 

closes, little is rhetorically significant about the stage directions. As the action progresses 

into Act II, however, the concept of gender invades the stage directions and physical 

action of the characters.  

Act II works the most productively towards deconstructing gender norms. The 

first such instance of this comes from the physical presence of gender, which cannot be 

seen but can affect those in the audience and on stage. It is through the stage directions 

that gender is given a life of its’ own: “The gender on Doc’s stool pokes and prods at 

Doc, who is trying valiantly to remain seated.”141 The personification of gender is then 

turned against the audience as Doc “spill[s] its [the buckets’] contents onto an audience 

member in the first row. The gender is loose in the studio!”142 While the personification 

of gender indicates humor, and could be utilized as a sight gag, this does something much 
                                                           
140 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 183. 
141 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 194. 
142 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 195. 
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more important: it enables the audience to laugh off the concepts of gender blending, or 

gender blur, as Bornstein calls it. This break in the action prepares the audience for the 

upcoming in-depth examination of gender construction and performance. 

In the text Bodies that Matter, Judith Butler argues that “performativity must be 

understood not as a singular or deliberate ‘act,’ but, rather, as the reiterative and citational 

practice by which discourse produces the effects that it names…”143. Viewed from the 

context of Hidden: A Gender in performance, it can be seen that as the stage directions 

inform the actor/reader of what to expect, the act of performance, mentally or physically, 

engages the audience/reader in a practice of transgender discourse. This becomes 

paramount when the stage directions in Act II are viewed as these directions are 

concerned more with the performance of gender and less with the background of the text 

and characters. For instance, Act II, scene 4 is “done in the style of a Marx Brothers 

skit.”144 While the actors enter a state of hyperactivity, the performed elements serve to 

mock transgender experiences and the enormous step of having sex reassignment surgery. 

As the text continues, the stage directions become less frequent and less detailed. The 

elements of personhood being performed need little guidance. As the stage directions for 

Act II, scene 5 read: “They [Herman and Herculine] have no more identity… They find 

each other on stage, and embrace silently as part of the dance.”145 The physical 

representation of neutrality, of being neither male nor female, and of only then being able 

to find comfort speaks of the ways in which gender can be viewed as a prison. As 
                                                           
143 Butler, Judith. 1993. Bodies that Matter. New York: Routledge.2.  
144 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 198. 
145 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 209-210. 
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suggested by Butler, it is the enactment of nothingness that enables the two characters to 

embody the concept of neutral gender. In Bornsteins’ construction, neutral gender must 

reached in order to cross over into the new gender.  

Once the new genders have been chosen and identified as Kate and Abel, the 

stage directions progress with rapid speed. The rapid pace nature of the directions pauses 

only once, to reveal the hidden agenda presented by Bornstein. This passage, scene 10, 

illuminates two primary ideologies of the text: 

Doc in top hat and tails, walking downstage toward the spot where Abel had just 
been. He begins to kneel, but catches himself, watching the audience warily. He 
struggles with the decision, then kneels to the scarf, slowly picking it up, his face 
contorted with grief. He buries his face in the scarf. He slowly rises, pulling the 
scarf away from face, revealing a hideous grin.146 
 

First, as Doc represents society, he/she can feel pain at the death of a friend/lover/child, 

but only as long as society as a whole approves his/her choice to grieve. The sudden 

revelation of the grin shows the other side to the coin: a society that does not accept 

transgender individuals and forces transgender persons to live in fear and hiding. This 

grin is representative of the ideology of “got what you deserved.” This stage direction 

marks the last major rhetorical action taken by the author through the stage directions.  

As can be seen by examining the gender constructions and attitudes apparent in 

the stage directions, Bornstein deliberately sets out to deconstruct gender from the written 

word into physical performance. Analysis of this text reveals the ways in which a 

heteronormative audience thinks about gender, as well as the ways in which those who 

                                                           
146 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge,, 218. 
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are not comfortable within their chosen gender rebel against the gender norms. Next, this 

analysis turns toward the constructions of time as blurred, confined, and religious.  

Time plays a major role in the construction of theatrical pace, audience digestion 

of materials, and timing for actors. Rhetorically, time constructs the ways in which 

scholars view the argument of the piece, sacred and secular time, and the way the piece 

moves through the past, present and future. In this text, movement through time is 

controlled via religion. Herman and Herculine are physical representations of the past and 

present, as well being physical representations of the ways we, as humans, move into and 

out of our assigned roles of male/female, student/teacher, husband/wife, friend/lover. 

This transmigration of roles can be seen in the usage of the actors playing Herman and 

Herculine for other parts. To further understand this, focus must be placed on the 

temporal representations Herman and Herculine physically present to the audience or 

auditor, namely those reading or seeing the play.  

 Bornstein is very careful to point out in her stage directions that Herculine/Abel is 

set apart from those of us who are physically present in the theatrical space: “Since we 

are looking back in time at her/him, the lighting could be softer, or the space could be 

raised slightly.”147 The usage of theatrical devices to differentiate Herculine offers the 

audience some perspective, a sense of safety in both numbers and distance. Herman can 

be perceived temporally and physically as more present and more real. Additionally, 

Bornstein writes Herman from her own experience, thus grounding his behavior in her 

own timely experiences of discovery, counseling, surgery, and passing.  
                                                           
147 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge.  
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 To explicate the discussion of the collapse of past and present, I turn to the 

differences and similarities between the treatment of Herculine and Herman. The play 

begins with stark differences in locale and time and striking similarities between the 

actions involved. Herculine has been caught kissing a girl, and Herman remembers 

making out in his fathers’ chair as an act of defiance. The two actions are defiant; the 

gestures stake a claim for the independence of the characters. While Herculine is in a 

historic convent school, Herman is in his fathers’ 60s living room. Despite the distance in 

time (historic and present) and space (France and the U.S.), the audience/auditor is made 

aware of similarities in the experiences and lives of the two transgender characters. 

Within these same moments, we can also see a difference in the treatment of time. 

Herculine lives in her present; we, the auditors, are watching moments in time unfold 

while, in contrast, Herman often remembers things from the past rather than responding 

to the present as Herculine does. Even when Herman remembers nursery school and says 

“I’m four and a half years old,” the rest of the dialogue is covered in memory rather than 

truly lived as experience. We are not watching/reading Herman as a four year old, we are 

watching/reading him remembering being a four year old. An additional indication of the 

ways in which time mirrors the transformations undergone by the two transgender 

characters is in the inevitable progression shown. As the characters progress through 

realizations of sexuality, each individual utilizes different methods with which to come to 

terms about his/her gender. Bornstein introduces the audience/reader to the lives of 

Herman and Herculine at the beginning of their gender and sexual experiences. First 
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Herman is four, then he is on the brink of religious manhood, then he is in junior high and 

so on. Herculine progresses in the same way.  

With each progression of age, the gender identity of the characters is questioned 

more. Herculine examines herself in a mirror, and Herman examines himself rhetorically 

through language. Though the focus of the play remains on the ways in which these two 

characters attempt to fix themselves within their gender identities, the play also addresses 

family issues. Within the transgender quest for gender modification, religion and family 

are often left behind, as is displayed within the text when Herculine loses the ability to 

pray, and Herman is denounced by his family. For both characters, these elements of 

belonging, Herculine to the church and God and Herman to his family, ground them in 

their lives. When those elements are taken away from them, each character is cut away 

from their familiar elements and left alone. The families of transgender individuals often 

abandon their son or daughter when the child announces the need to change genders. 

Examples of this can be seen in the testimony provided by Jill148 during interviews in 

which she told of how her family asked her not to be present around her younger brothers 

and nieces as she might contaminate them, as well as in the published ethnography 

“Border Crossings: A Story of Sexual Identity Transformation” by Beverly Dent.149 

Within her ethnography, Dent describes the loneliness, feelings of exile, and pain as her 

family leaves her behind after her sex change operation. Dent recounts tell her daughter 
                                                           
148 Jill, pseudonym, personal interviews. 
149 Dent, Beverly. 2002. “Border Crossings: A Story of Sexual Identity Transformation.” 
In  
Ethnographically Speaking. Ed. Arthur Bochner and Carolyn Ellis. New York: AltaMira 
Press. 
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about her need for the sex change and the response given, “I don’t know you. You don’t 

exist. You’re dead!”150 We see these same responses within the text of Hidden. Doc 

Grinder refers to Herculine and Herman as “pitiful persons of doubtful and dubious 

gender identity.”151 Distance between parents and children is created through the lack of 

characterization of the parents. Suggestions of problems between Herman and his father 

exist through the textual context of absence and control: though Hermans’ father is 

absent, Herman still works to challenge that absent authority. Similarly, Herculine relies 

on religion to keep her safe; when that same religion turns on her, she loses her way and 

her power as an individual. 

The play script is rife with allusions to religion and religious experiences; 

however, the religious experiences mentioned fail to bring comfort and rest to the 

characters. The reason these religious experiences fail the characters in the end is due to a 

lack of acceptance by the religion of each individual. In the case of Herculine the church 

is the power responsible for the destruction of her innocence; for Herman, the church 

fails to make him a man and the Church of Diabology fails to accept him. In this instance, 

Bornstein utilizes her creation of the Church of Diabology to parallel her own 

experiences with the Church of Scientology. Rather than be accepted and trained by the 

church, Herman must turn to performance in order to find his manhood.  

                                                           
150 Dent, Beverly. 2002. “Border Crossings: A Story of Sexual Identity Transformation.” 
In  
Ethnographically Speaking. Ed. Arthur Bochner and Carolyn Ellis. New York: AltaMira 
Press. 192. 
151 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender outlaw. New York: Routledge, 173. 
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In our current politics, Christian, Jewish, Muslim and other organized religions 

rarely tolerate or accept transgender individuals once it is known that the individual has 

transitioned from male to female or vice versa. In this aspect, the reading presented by 

the failure of both the Catholic and Jewish faiths to support Herman and Herculine is not 

unusual. The break with God is not unusual either. Many published accounts of 

transgender rhetoric are lacking in religious connotations. Few persons find their new 

genders through God or the Church in any form. This does not, however, stop the human 

need for prayer and spirituality.  

Both Herman and Herculine pray for entrance and acceptance into life. Herman 

recounts, “I’d pray. I’d pray each night to wake up and be a woman,” while Herculine, 

having prayed over and over for forgiveness, notes “I know I am falling away from God.” 

For Herculine, God was the vehicle used to “purify” her, changing her into a male. For 

Herman, God, through the Church of Diabology, was responsible for opening his eyes to 

what he needed to do in order to feel comfortable within his own skin. In both instances, 

God is the catalyst for change and prayer is the vehicle that allows the reader/viewer to 

commiserate with the transgender experiences. Transgender is just another type of 

gender, neither male nor female, but made of the specific elements chosen by the 

individual.  

Bornstein and other transgender writers speak often about the value of passing, of 

being confirmed into the new gender, much as Herman is confirmed into masculinity 

through his acting and sexual performances. The act of confirmation is a potentially 

negative one. It is, in essence, giving up ones chosen religion in order to fit more 
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“correctly” into the world around you. Within Hidden, prayer and religion allow 

Bornstein to comment on the world of the heteronormative viewer and the concept of 

gender as non-spiritual and accessed only through performance. For the field of 

transgender scholarship, this means that scholars must find a new way in which to 

describe the gender into which a person has transitioned. This gender, the newly created 

one, is the one that has been present for the entire life of the individual. It is the gender 

prior to transitioning that was performed in order to fit into cultural stereotypes of 

masculinity and femininity. Through prayer and religious rejection, Bornstein creates the 

visualization of her world: a world that told her that she was performing femininity, when 

she was actually performing religion and gender while still male. 

Another progression from one gender to the other through religion and prayer can 

be read here. As Herculine becomes more masculine, she abandons prayer. In contrast, as 

Herman becomes more feminine he gains prayer. Act I concludes with the ending of 

Herculines’ time as female. Through the use of science, her gender is confirmed as male 

and she begins to take the steps towards utilizing her new gender: “I am a man. I have 

questions, Doctor. I do not question you. I have questions. I am a man. A man can 

question things, can he not?”152 Once Herculine relies on herself and her own newly 

found masculine abilities, she is forced into giving up the life she has known and loved. 

As the reader/audience progresses into Act II, we see Herculine accept her gender 

and look forward to the benefits of becoming male, though she still questions her own 

behavior. This acceptance does not last long, as Herculine finds she does not adapt well 
                                                           
152 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge. 
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to a gender she has not chosen. In comparison, Herman denigrates himself through his 

need for and subsequent rejection by those around him. With the advent of this 

denigration, Herman’s non-interaction with Herculine is lost, and he is thrown into action 

alongside her. Once Bornstein uses Herman to break the barrier of time, she collapses 

Herman and Herculine into a timeless space in which neither one ages but both learn 

about each other. This vacuum of time allows both characters to come to terms with their 

lives and experiences within the context of each other. This parallels the experience given 

to the audience by performance; the act of performance allows an audience to watch, 

learn, and interact without creating difficulties in their everyday lives. Thus, by mirroring 

the audiences’ experience, Bornstein creates a sense of timeless that is necessary for 

Herculine and Herman to heal from the physical and emotional trauma each has endured 

and which allows the audience time to catch up with the gender blur. The dissolution of 

self through the change and loss of gender strips Herculine and Herman of their previous 

identities and allows them to become fully vested into the new identities of Abel and 

Kate.  

Though the vesture helped to create the new identifies, Bornstein shows the 

audience that in the case of the forced identity of Abel, the medical community was 

incorrect in assuming her/his chosen gender. Abel kills him/herself, ending the audiences 

view into the past as an outlet for comparison to today’s treatment of transgender 

individuals. Additionally, since Abel kills himself/herself because she/he cannot cope 

with the life forced upon her/him, she/he serves as a message for those in the 

audience/reading about the necessity of choice. Abel stands in strong contrast to Kate, 
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who makes her own decision and is empowered. It is Kate who moves past her gender 

construction, both physically and mentally, and grounds the play in current time. Kate, as 

character and playwright, gives herself time to figure out life as she combats the character 

of Doc, “I’m constructing myself to be fluidly gendered now…you and I are constructing 

our gender nearly every waking moment…I just need to be aware of my gender, that’s 

all.”153 Kate, in taking control of her gender construction, enables her own reading of 

time. She can now chose how she will represent herself, in and out of time both 

historically and presently.  

In Hidden, time is paramount to the understanding of the concept of gender blur, 

introduced by the author, Kate Bornstein. Prior to Bornstein completing her gender blur, 

she constructs prayer as a movement towards sacred space. Michael Leff defines sacred 

space as, “a return to origins, as an eternal now, a still moment when primal truths 

emerge in a changeless pattern.”154 Some may argue that the return to origins and 

emergence of primal truths is not what is happening through this script. I argue that 

Bornstein is expanding sacred time to encompass moments, such as prayer, spent in 

communion with a higher power. The act of prayer marks a specific moment of change 

between the characters of Herculine and Herman. As each character moves physically 

through time, prayer becomes a moment of pause, of respite, and of desperation. 

Herculine prays frantically throughout the entire second scene of Act I, asking for 

forgiveness and understanding for having kissed a girl. Again, in scene five, though 

                                                           
153 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge 
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Herculine does not pray, her speech has religious overtones and she asks if her Aunt is 

going to Hell for having sexual relations with a woman. As Herculine moves into scene 

eight, she confesses her sins in a way that is similar stylistically to a prayer: “Forgive me 

Father for I have sinned.”155 This is a response chosen by the Catholic Church and 

repeated by rote by all who attend confession. The Church calls this the forgiveness of 

sins committed after Baptism; it consists of four acts. The first act is contrition; this is the 

stage at which Herculine finds herself in the first time, when she prays directly to the 

Virgin Mary to help her. Contrition is followed by confession, the act of penance, and 

absolution.156 In scene eight, Herculine confesses her sins, but is not given an act of 

penance or absolution. Rather, the priest breaks the sacred trust of the confessional and 

reports Herculine to the medical community. This break in confidence pushes Herculine 

into a confining space, one in which time and events trap Herculine and cause the rest of 

her life to move beyond her control.  

 With the confined space as an ending point, let us return to the sacred space that is 

inclusive of prayer. When Herculine prays, she enters a state of sacred space which she 

can only access through prayer. In the moments when Herculine prays, the plot neither 

advances nor retreats but stands still. The moment of stillness allows the audience to 

accept what is happening within the script in both time periods. Through the moment of 

sacred space, the “return to origins…eternal now”157 and moment of “primal truth,” the 

                                                           
155 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge 
156 The Forgiveness of Sins. 1979. Catholic Answers. 
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audience is allowed to see within the character of Herculine; to suffer with her, and feel 

consubstantial with her experience. Thus, when Herculine is torn from sacred space by 

the interruption of her confession, which is structured as prayer, the audience is also 

ripped from those moments in time in which they could commune with the experiences of 

gender. The final call to God made by Herculine comes during her antiquated sex change 

operation. She pleads to Mary and Jesus to save her from the life she is being forced into, 

from the loss of temporal control. The final moment of prayer comes in a form which is 

unanswered:  

Hail Mary full of grace the Lord is with thee blessed are thou among /women and 
blessed is the fruit of thy womb oh Jesus I feel them moving / inside me Holy 
Mary mother of God pray for us vampires not and at the / hour of our death amen. 
Please, please let this be that hour!158  
 

The inaction of a higher power through language results in Herculine losing the personal 

power to use sacred time. The loss of innocence and trusting belief results in the lost 

ability to reach sacred time; this loss grounds Herculine in an endless moment of forward 

progression. She does not pray again. God is not mentioned again and the play moves 

linearly, ruthlessly forward until Herculine and Herman are pulled out of time through 

their own changes. During this reintroduction of sacred space, Herman, now Kate, calls 

out to God. Within the call to God, the labels given to the chosen gender disappear and 

the characters become genderless, just as Herculine was genderless during her prayers. 

Within this moment of sacred time, the theory of God is challenged from within. One and 

Another, as Herculine and Herman have become, tell the story of Adam and Eve. The use 
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of myth within sacred time enables the two to understand their exterior contexts: “God 

was divisive from the start.”159 One and Another learn that they can no more reach zero, 

defined by the text as “the point where people and their ideas move out beyond their 

boundaries to become their opposites,”160 than they can truly be one gender or the other.  

 The move through sacred space, the loss of that space and subsequent move into 

confinement, as well as the expansion of Leffs’ concept of sacred space enables the 

characters in Hidden to come to terms with the physical and emotional changes wrought 

within and upon their bodies. Often, humans think of their bodies as a sacred space, 

something untouchable by those around them. When gender changes occur, the body is 

placed into a suspended space where everyone must be able to read the gender being 

performed. The act of performance collapses sacred space and imposes the will of the 

“other” onto the body. It is not until a sacred space can be regained internally that 

progression can be made in accepting and performing the chosen gender.  

 Through this text Bornstein introduces the concept of Gender Blur. This concept, 

at its most basic components, is a state in which gender is fluid, personal, and performed 

according to ones’ own preferences. For close textual analysis, the idea of Gender Blur 

adds fuel to a rapidly and lengthy burning psychological and physical fire. Other 

scholarship has argued “how difficult it is to describe to others what it is like to be 

transgender…we realize that neither have we ever understood what is it to be a man or a 
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woman.”161 This research suggests that transgender is neither here nor there, neither male 

nor female, but existing in a fluid, timeless space, a third gender. Solidifying oneself in 

the chosen gender will cease to allow gender to be fluid. Instead, the individual is then 

tasked with remaining within societal norms of how to behave, dress, and interact. The 

difficulties of this can be seen in the character of Herculine/Abel. Once she refuses to 

accept the role that society has given her, she realizes that she cannot continue in her life. 

Because her gender is no longer fluid, she cannot cope with the world around her. The 

terminology of gender blur, called also gender blending or gender blender was, at times, 

assumed to mean “females who ‘have clear female identities and know themselves to be 

female concurrently with gender presentations that often do not successfully 

communicate these facts to others.’”162 Later interpretations view gender blending as 

harmonization. With this assumption, it can be seen that Herculine was not harmonized, 

but rather disharmonized by the society that formed her new gender. Herman, in contrast, 

successfully harmonized his body into a female shape through surgery and acceptance of 

her own identity. Due to the acts of harmonizing, Herman, now Kate, is allowed into the 

fold of humanity: “Doc: You’re thinking that he…she…oh let’s just say she, shall we? 

You’re thinking that …she…made…her point. Good point, too. Damned good point. In 

                                                           
161 Boswell, Holly. 1998. “The Transgender Paradigm Shift Toward Free Expression.“ In 
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theory.”163 There are, however, some catches to her allowance into society. Though Kate 

succeeds in being approved as female, Doc, representative of society, refuses to accept 

her theory of fluid gender and instead calls to the audience, “before we fall asleep we’re 

going to say, thank heavens at least I’m a man. Thank heavens, at least I’m a woman. 

They can’t say that.”164 Gender has once again been settled into its specific dichotomy of 

male and female; there is no in-between. The issue of passing becomes greater than self-

identity. In Hidden: A Gender the concept of passing is presenting in multiple forms.  

First, passing can be constructed as simply being comfortable in one’s own body, 

regardless of the ways in which that body is read by others. A second option, as Rachael 

Heath suggests, “Those who pass but live in stealth must hide their past life, often leading 

to confusion for others and stress for themselves.”165 The third option, also presented by 

Heath, offers a bleaker outlook: “those who do not pass may have difficulty obtaining 

employment, their ambiguous appearance prejudicing their own safety as well as their 

relations with family and friends.”166 Other authors, such as Kate Bornstein view passing 

as “shame, capitulation, invisibility, lies and self-denial.”167 From within the transgender 

community come multiple opinions. A more “straight” forward point of view argues, 

“passing…is the most important aspect of the whole thing. If you can’t do that, then I 

                                                           
163 Bornstein, Kate. 1994. Gender Outlaw. New York: Routledge, 222. 
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don’t see the point of living this way.”168 The more radical point of view argues “passing 

is more a fear that has to be overcome and when I overcame that fear to be nonchalant 

about it, I didn’t care that I passed or not.”169 The text of Hidden: A Gender has each of 

these representations. The character of Doc Grinder passes in and out of gender types. 

He/She is first constructed as masculine, then feminine, then androgynous. Similarly, 

Herman moves through performed masculinity into female while Herculine moves from 

female to male. Textually, Doc succeeds at all his/her different gender presentations. 

Herculine fails to be a proper woman, and then fails to live life as a man. Thus, she/he is 

condemned by society. Herman fails as a male, learns to perform as a male, converts to 

female, and learns to accept him/herself as being flexible, neither truly female but not 

male either. Thus, she/he is accepted by society more so than Herculine. Herman is the 

character with which the audience feels consubstantial through performance. Herman 

removes the veil of otherness through his/her performance of gender transformation. 

Scholarship indicates that those who pass are not as questioned by society while those 

who remain ambiguous cause concern and fear within the heteronormative culture. This 

begs the question of why, then, Kate would be accepted by the audience when she 

determines herself to be fluidly gendered. The answer is in the performance: since the 
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audience has seen the methods of the sex change, regardless of the accuracy of those 

physical representations, they can accept the transition. Kate does not have to pass 

because her history is not a secret. In undoing the aura of mystery and confusion that 

surrounds the concept of transgendering, transsexualism, and sexual reconstruction 

surgery, the character of Kate enables herself to live a normal life; neither passing nor 

failing at gender performance but simply being present. Whether this clarity remains with 

the audience after they leave the theatre or cease the reading of the text is another 

discussion entirely.  

This chapter is about transgender identity. All identity is constructed within the 

overarching society it exists in. This means that we, the heteronormative culture, enforce 

our gender norms onto those who may not fall into a binary either/or gender. The English 

language traps gender into an either/or rather than a both/neither dichotomy. In this way, 

all transgender identification and language fails to naturalize the community within the 

larger schema because it is held to the cultural language of these United States. We can 

see the truth of this in performance, when Herman and Abel become simply one and 

another. The two beings are comfortable with each other; there is no sense of individual 

gender.  

One: You’re so beautiful 
Another: You. You’re beautiful. 
… 
One: Are we alive? 
Another: Have we ever been more alive?170 
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It is only in moments of absolute neutrality, time without gender, that the two characters 

are allowed to relish their own lives, feelings, and beauty. Once again, the overall 

problem presented by this text, Hidden: A Gender, comes not from treatment of 

transgender individuals, though that is a large part of it, but rather from the ways in which 

we, as a nation/culture, problematize gender. Gender is fluid and personally constructed. 

Yet each day society perpetuates the gender norms through advertising, relationships, 

peer pressure, and everyday interactions. Gender should be neither male nor female, but 

somewhere in-between.  
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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

 This thesis confirms what critical communication scholars would expect: 

transgender identity is fluid and ever changing, but contained within normative language. 

Through this document, I have analyzed three pieces of transgender rhetoric for the 

purpose of determining the preferred language choices of transpersons as well as the 

choices made by those outside the trans-culture. This analysis showed that transgender 

identity is tied to the normative understanding of gender as a binary, rather than as an all-

encompassing space inclusive of a third gender. Transgender identity has made itself a 

viable subculture within the United States by performing independently of expected 

gender norms, behaving as a group, and utilizing specific language elements. Utilizing a 

close textual analysis approach to these texts also showed the depth and range available 

in transgender work, especially in the case of Hidden: A Gender. Within the play script, 

Bornstein buries imagery, control of time and space, and audience interaction under a 

relentless barrage of emotional connection with the transgender experience. In this way, 

society has moved from the 1975 court case which was, though ruled in favor of the 

transwoman, bound by the normative culture, through a speech crying out for equality 

given only to those who already supported the trans-movement, into a performance in 

which gender is created before the eyes of a blended transgender and heteronormative 

audience. Across time and space, the language of the transculture has taken root in 

American society; it is now recognizable and more often comprehended than not. This 

analysis provides a framework from which to expand on the existing notions of gender 
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and gendered behavior. Current language acts rhetorically to confirm and disconfirm the 

public understanding of gender in ways that compliment heteronormativity; what is 

needed is further analysis of the rhetorical options for transgender recognition and 

identity maintenance. These texts have yielded six primary implications for gender, its 

performance, and the gender binary. 

 First, gender is fluidly constructed on a sliding scale, neither absolutely male nor 

female. Constructing gender in the luminal area between male and female enables a 

transperson to negotiate his or her gender identity until it fits best. Inclusion of more 

terms than just male and female also opens up rhetorical discussion those who are 

intersexed, or hermaphroditic. Second, gender is constrained by heteronormativity. The 

dominant discourse in the United States constraints the ways in which, even when gender 

is fluidly conceived, the performance of gender can actual occur and be discussed. There 

is a lack of language to describe what happens outside of the heterosexual gender norms. 

Third, gender is performed, constructed, and limited by language. Gender can only be 

discussed by the language currently available. The limits of the available means of 

description and persuasion constrict the ways in which gender can be performed and 

constructed. Fourth, gender is imposed on the body by external forces. Gender is “read” 

onto the body and those readings are interpreted by heteronormative standards. Gender 

performances that fail to match the normative expectations are then censored and 

constrained. Fifth, transpersons have little agency within the dominant culture. Since 

transpersons are “read” as being inherently different, attempts at change are often met 

with disbelief. The lack of personal power implies that transpersons are constrained when 
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it comes to attempts to change. Sixth, while a third gender has been identified, the larger 

United States community is resistant to any concept of gender that is not dichotomized. 

The division between male and female shores up the foundations of heteronormativity, 

perpetuating the belief that the only acceptable formulation of sexual activity includes a 

man and a woman and preventing any deviation from the (hetero)norm. 

Heteronormativity also provides the framework in which gender is presented. Were a 

third gender to be allowed into the gender dichotomy, heteronormativity would begin to 

lose power as the dominant discursive structure. 

 Analysis of transgender texts enable critics to look beyond the normative values 

of male and female, beyond the traditional discourses of gender. Over time, the 

transgender culture has gained status as part of the concept of GLBTQ, as well as 

individual recognition. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer persons are 

becoming more active politically and within the boundaries of their own communities. 

October is, for instance, LGBTQ month at Texas Tech; other schools pick their own 

monthly schedule. The events occur in April at Ithaca College, again in October at 

Berkley, and in Washington D.C. the Unity Fellowship Church hosted the first ever 

Transgender Awareness month in July. Schools, communities, hospitals, and clinics are 

given sponsorship to host events geared specifically towards educating the public about 

the issues directly related to being a member of the LGBTQ community naturally or by 

association, or an LGBTQ person. Seminars, video presentations, and performances are 

merely the tip of the educational iceberg that exists. The social, political, and religious 

context into which transgender individuals emerge is astoundingly diverse. Of the six 
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cases currently listed on the front page of the National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) 

transgender section, three were decided in favor of transgender rights and three were 

decided against. All six were decided between 2005 and 2008, showing how, even now, 

the United States as a whole remains undecided about transgender identity. Despite the 

tied record, however, advocates are advancing transgender rights on the street, in the 

classroom, and even in the court. The American nation has had, and continues to have, 

difficulties adjusting to the concept of multiple genders or gender fluidity. These 

difficulties do not make this work any less important. Rather, these difficulties indicate a 

need by heteronormative society to advance its own understanding of gender and the 

ways in which gender can be constructed. 

Since the 1975 case, transgender persons have gained little agency in the eyes of 

the law, leaving the group behind in terms of legal options available. Transgender 

individuals are not considered to be protected in the eyes of the law either in court cases 

or in general laws dealing with every day struggles for recognition. Transpersons have no 

agency under United States law, as can be seen in the case of M.T. v. J.T. in the ways in 

which the court treats the identity of M.T. In the court document, M.T. is seen as 

constructed and as an object to be viewed. Her body is objectified, her medical records 

released to the court, and her physical anatomy pre- and post- surgery detailed to the 

court. This invasion of personal privacy removes her individual status before the law and 

reduces her to a structure or object upon which judgment must be made. If M.T. is 

feminine enough, she will be awarded her settlement. If she fails in her femininity, then 

she loses the case. The 1975 court case set a precedent for the treatment of transgender 
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individuals in which gender must be read by the court in order to determine a ruling. This 

has lead to the tie on wins and losses mentioned previously in this conclusion. M.T. v. 

J.T. is a notable case in terms of what it does and fails to do and leaves scholars, the 

courts, normative culture, and the transgender culture at odds over personal identity. 

Carrie Davis carries on the explication of the division between normative and 

transgender culture in her 1994 speech, Davis uses language and emotion to reconstruct 

her experiences into a narrative force she then uses to appeal for change. Davis’ speech 

implies inherent dangers for those who identity as transgender, dangers which normative 

society care nothing about. The publication and analysis of Davis’ speech draws attention 

to the charge for the normative culture present in the text. Davis cries out for change and 

equality but her voice is seldom heard across time. Understanding the narrative created 

by Davis through close textual analysis gives evidence in favor of the transgender culture. 

No longer can heteronormativity claim ignorance about the damage done to transpersons. 

Instead, the dominate culture is faced with recrimination from the transgender culture 

about the ways in which transculture has been controlled through normative language. 

Gender, normative and trans-, is read through performance. The text of Hidden 

comments on the balance between performance in life and performance onstage. This 

distinction between the two types of performance causes an audience to question its’ 

overall concept of gender and the boundaries of gender. As a performance of gender, 

Hidden reveals elements of the “self” of each character to the audience for the purpose of 

exposing each person’s individual concerns about performing gendered behaviors well. 

Movement across time from past to present, and across space from nation to nation 
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enables the script to implicate normative history as being guilty of transgressions against 

gender as a whole, not just the transgender culture. Bornstein shows through performance 

ways in which gender could be fluid and dynamic, ever changing, even as she shows the 

ways in which gender is grounded into a heteronormative binary of male and female. 

Gender in performance educates the audience on the ways in which gender is constructed 

through outside forces. The actions of reading a text and reading a body are similar. Each 

reading of person and thing furthers the readers understanding of gender and the ways 

gender is represented within and on the canvas of the body. The ability to read what is 

being shown on the bodies of those who are intersexed, transgender, or even gay and 

lesbian will be necessary as the United States becomes home to more and more 

individuals, each with his or her own sense of gender and identity. 

Transgender and other alternative genders are becoming more prominent in 

society. Heteronormativity has been effective in containing the spread of transgender 

information, but these alternatives to normative gender frames are becoming more 

prevalent and apparent. The public sphere has used rhetoric to reduce the transgender 

culture to the status of “other,” but that “other” is becoming a larger demographic that 

seeks to have its identity recognized in politics, law, and the arts. 
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APPENDIX A 

TRANS-SAFETY AND VIOLENCE SPEECH 

The following is the short speech that Carrie Davis, the Director of Operations for 
GenderPAC, wrote and delivered to 100 to 120 transgender identified brothers & sisters 
and our partners, lovers, boyfriends, girlfriends, friends, politicians, reporters, social 
workers and other allies at the Gender Identity Project's Town Meeting on Trans-Safety 
and Violence at the Lesbian and Gay Community Services Center, in New York City on 
Thursday, March 4, 1999.  

I'd like to start by saying that I am not accustomed to public speaking. When my 
supervisor and friend, Rosalyne Blumenstein, asked me to share myself with you all 
tonight, I was reluctant to speak. Eventually I decided to try to talk from my heart, and 
not from my head.  

I stand before all of you this evening: 
As a woman of transgender experience.  
As an activist and as an advocate for our community through my role as a social worker, 
counselor and HIV outreach Coordinator for the Gender Identity Project and my other 
work at GenderPAC and NYAGRA.  

Everyday I work with organizations that process statistics. These statistics indicate that 
almost 60% of all transpeople are victims of violence. Recently we have begun to realize 
that 1 transperson is murdered each month, nationwide. This is information that is 
routinely under reported and, in many instances, erased by the both the straight and queer 
media.  

In addition, the random terror and violence that transpeople experience on a daily basis, 
far exceeds that for other queer groups. Transgender identified individuals are routinely 
(and legally) denied jobs, services, benefits, schooling and housing.  

But when it is me that is being harassed, hosed down, beaten, and raped, at those 
moments, these statistics have very little importance. When I am hurting, I just want to 
know when that pain is going to stop.  

Still, I consider myself fortunate to be able to be here tonight and I am fortunate to make 
my living working with and serving the transgender community. Through this work I am 
required to be a spokes-trans of some sort. It has become my job to be an "out" woman of 
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transgender experience. But when I leave the relatively safe confines of the tiny queer 
ghetto I inhabit, I don't want to be out, and I don't want to be trans. What I want:  

Is to be invisible.  
To be anonymous.  
To be safe.  
To just be.  

Of course this rarely happens. Nearly everywhere I go, I am seen as a transperson and I 

am seen as queer (of course, that's the most polite way to phrase it � I usually hear far, 

far worse). I am seen as trans, 24/7, by almost everyone, at all times. Like most 
transpeople, my body has become a political act:  

Because of the way I look ...  
And because of who I am seen as ...  

The identities of transfolk are continually erased from mention by the media. As a result, 
our dead are usually mis-identified as gay men or lesbian women. And we are labeled as 
just a transvestite, just a crossdresser, just a drag queen or JUST a prostitute. But 
transpeople are not being killed because of our sexual orientation. Transfolk are being 
killed:  

Because of the way we look ...  
And because of who we are seen as ...  

When I am beaten and raped by someone who cannot accept the fact that he is attracted 
to me, or when I am hosed down with water on the street by youths washing their car, or 
when I am confronted, pushed and shoved by men wandering the streets on a Saturday 
night, or surrounded and shouted at for 20 minutes by 20 people on the A train, at those 
moments, I am not being attacked and abused because of my sexual orientation, I am 
being subjected to that terror:  

Because of the way I look ...  
And because of who I am seen as ...  

When I am followed by a team of 4 security officers as I try to shop in Daffy's, or my 
sisters and I are asked to empty our pockets and empty our bags and to take off our coats 
and be searched at the Rite Aide drugstore, we are not being harassed because of our 
sexual orientation. We are being harassed:  
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Because of the way we look ...  
And because of who we are seen as ...  

When, for nearly two years, I was denied a job interview, or housing by real estate 
agents, or physical access to my two children, it is not because of my sexual orientation. I 
am refused these basic and necessary accommodations:  

Because of the way I look ...  
And because of who I am seen as ...  

When I am stopped by the police while I wait for the light to change, on the street corners 
where my sisters work. And when they ask me for my ID, and when the city closes the 
clubs that I and my sisters and brothers go to. I endure this indignity not because of my 
sexual orientation. It is simply:  

Because of the way I look ...  
And because of who we are seen as  

And so I have lost most of the privilege that our culture claims we are all entitled to. I 
have learned to be afraid:  

To move  
Or change jobs  
Or fall in love  
Or take the subway  
Or go into different neighborhoods  
Or walk to the store  
Or go to the emergency room.  

And this fear is not because of my sexual orientation. I am afraid:  

Because of the way I look ...  
And because of who I am seen as ...  

It is because I look and I sound just like a transgender person looks and sounds. I know 
this true because this is who I am.  

I'm not certain how to conclude this narrative but I know that I am here with my brothers 
and sisters to claim my voice. I know that I am here to shout and to cry out for the most 
simple of rights. But, most importantly, I want to be free from fear.  
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My controversial identity seems to draw a relentless barrage that I seem to keep 
wandering toward. I have confirmed that I have the strength to survive despite the 
violence, harassment, abuse, incidents, outings, and other hate filled moments that I 
encounter on a daily basis. It is a fact that I was never very good at math. Since I have 
been unable to divine the pleasure of complex mathematics I have, instead, chosen not to 
stray far from the basics of addition. I am doing my best but the accumulation of the 
damage that I feel with each day eventually has an effect.  

Though it is not my nature to harden or to armor myself, I can still feel that happening.  

On some days I am stone and on others, I am water ...  

Thank you  
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APPENDIX B 

THE CASE OF M.T. v. J.T. 

M.T., PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT, v. J.T., DEFENDANT-APPELLANT 

 
[NO NUMBER IN ORIGINAL] 

 
Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division 

 
140 N.J. Super. 77; 355 A.2d 204; 1976 N.J. Super. LEXIS 895 

 
October 14, 1975, Submitted  
March 22, 1976, Decided  

CASE SUMMARY  

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Defendant ex-husband appealed an order of the 
Superior Court of New Jersey, holding that plaintiff ex-wife was a female and 
that defendant was her husband, and there being no fraud, ordered defendant to 
pay plaintiff weekly support. 

OVERVIEW: Defendant ex-husband became familiar with plaintiff ex-wife 
when plaintiff possessed the physical anatomic characteristics of a man. Plaintiff 
subsequently underwent surgery and hormone therapy to acquire the physical 
attributes of a woman. Defendant and plaintiff were subsequently married. Some 
time later defendant decided to leave plaintiff and plaintiff sought support. 
Defendant contended that because plaintiff was actually a man, the marriage 
was void. The trial court held that plaintiff was a female and awarded plaintiff 
an award of support. Defendant appealed. The reviewing court affirmed the trial 
court's judgment and order. The court held that, where sex reassignment surgery 
was successful and plaintiff was, by virtue of medical treatment, thereby 
possessed of the full capacity to function sexually as a female, there was no 
longer a legal barrier or reason grounded in public policy to prevent that 
person's identification for purposes of marriage to be considered as a female. 
The court found that defendant was aware of plaintiff's pre-surgical gender and 
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was not induced to marry through a fraud by plaintiff. 

 

OUTCOME: Judgment determining plaintiff was a female, that her marriage to 
defendant was valid, and awarding support to plaintiff from defendant was 
affirmed. Defendant was aware that plaintiff was a transsexual and was 
supportive of her surgery to acquire female anatomical attributes; thus the 
marriage was not induced by fraud. 

 

CORE TERMS: sex, marriage, female, transsexual's, male, gender, reassignment, 
sexual, surgery, psychological, anatomical, anatomy, transsexualism, vagina, organs, 
woman, genitalia, marital, doctor, chromosomal, biological, emotional, sexual 
intercourse, opposite sex, postoperative, birth, lived, male organs, birth certificate, 
intercourse 

COUNSEL: [***1] Mr. Charles L. Bertini, attorney for appellant.  
 
Mr. Joseph S. Conte, attorney for respondent.  
 
JUDGES: Carton, Crahay and Handler. The opinion of the court was delivered by 
Handler, J.A.D.  
 
OPINION BY: HANDLER  
 
OPINION 

 [*78] [**205] This appeal presents the portentous problem of how to tell the sex of a 
person for marital purposes. Involved is a post-operative transsexual, born a male but 
now claiming to be a female.  

The case started inauspiciously enough when plaintiff M.T. filed a simple complaint in 
the Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court for support and maintenance. The legal issue 
sharpened dramatically when defendant J.T. [*79] interposed the defense that M.T. was a 
male and that their marriage was void. Following a hearing the trial judge determined that 
plaintiff was a female and that defendant was her husband, and there being no fraud, 
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ordered defendant to pay plaintiff $ 50-a-week support. Notice of appeal was then filed 
by defendant.  

A careful recapitulation of the testimony is appropriate. M.T. testified that she was born a 
male. While she knew that she had male sexual organs she did not know whether she also 
had female organs. As a youngster she [***2] did not participate in sports and at an early 
age became very interested in boys. At the age of 14 she began dressing in a feminine 
manner and later began dating men. She had no real adjustment to make because 
throughout her life she had always felt that she was a female.  

Plaintiff first met defendant in 1964 and told him about her feelings about being a 
woman. Sometime after that she began to live with defendant. In 1970 she started to go to 
Dr. Charles L. Ihlenfeld to discuss the possibility of having an operation so that she could 
"be physically a woman." In 1971, upon the doctor's advice, she went to a surgeon who 
agreed to operate. In May of that year she underwent surgery for the removal of male sex 
organs and construction of a vagina. Defendant paid for the operation. Plaintiff then 
applied to the State of New York to have her birth certificate changed.  

On August 11, 1972, over a year after the operation, plaintiff and defendant went through 
a ceremonial marriage in New York State and then moved to Hackensack. They lived as 
husband and wife and had intercourse. Defendant supported plaintiff for over two years 
when, in October 1974, he left their home. He has not [***3] supported plaintiff since.  

Dr. Ihlenfeld, plaintiff's medical doctor with a specialty in gender identity, was accepted 
as an expert in the field of medicine and transsexualism. A transsexual, in the opinion of 
this expert, was "a person who discovers sometime, usually [*80] very early in life, that 
there is a great discrepancy between the physical genital anatomy and the person's sense 
of self-identity as a male or as a female. * * * [T]he transsexual is one who has a conflict 
between physical anatomy and psychological identity or psychological sex." Usually 
sexual anatomy was "normal" but for some reason transsexuals did not see themselves as 
members of the sex their anatomy seemed to indicate. According to Dr. Ihlenfeld, there 
are different theories to explain the origin of that conflict. There was, however, "very 
little disagreement" on the fact that gender identity generally is established "very, very 
firmly, almost immediately, by the age of 3 to 4 years." He defined gender identity as "a 
sense, a total sense of self as being masculine or female * * *"; it "pervades one's entire 
concept of one's place in life, of one's place in society and in point of fact the 
actual [***4] facts of the anatomy are really secondary * * *."  
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The doctor first saw and examined plaintiff in September 1970 and took a medical history 
from her. She told him that she had always felt like a woman and was living like a 
woman. She wanted sex reassignment surgery as well as treatments and hormones so that 
she could end the conflict she was feeling, "confronted with a male body," in order to live 
her life completely as the woman she thought herself [**206] to be. Dr. Ihlenfeld 
diagnosed her as a transsexual. He knew of no way to alter her sense of her own feminine 
gender identity in order to agree with her male body, and the only treatment available to 
her was to alter the body to conform with her sense of psyche gender identity. That 
regimen consisted of hormone treatment and sex reassignment surgery. Dr. Ihlenfeld 
recommended such an operation and treated plaintiff both before and after it.  

The examination of plaintiff before the operation showed that she had a penis, scrotum 
and testicles. After the operation she did not have those organs but had a vagina and labia 
which were "adequate for sexual intercourse" and could function as any female vagina, 
that is, for "traditional [***5] penile/vaginal intercourse." The "artificial vagina" 
constructed [*81] by such surgery was a cavity, the walls of which are lined initially by 
the skin of the penis, often later taking on the characteristics of normal vaginal mucosa; 
the vagina, though at a somewhat different angle, was not really different from a natural 
vagina in size, capacity and "the feeling of the walls around it." Plaintiff had no uterus or 
cervix, but her vagina had a "good cosmetic appearance" and was "the same as a normal 
female vagina after a hysterectomy." Dr. Ihlenfeld had seen plaintiff since the operation 
and she never complained to him that she had difficulty having intercourse. So far as he 
knew, no one had tested plaintiff to find out what chromosomes she had. He knew that 
plaintiff had had silicone injections in her breasts; he had treated her continuously with 
female hormones to demasculinize her body and to feminize it at the same time. In the 
doctor's opinion plaintiff was a female; he no longer considered plaintiff to be a male 
since she could not function as a male sexually either for purposes of "recreation or 
procreation."  

Plaintiff also produced Charles Annicello, a psychologist [***6] who worked at the 
gender identity clinic of the Johns Hopkins University Hospital. He was qualified as an 
expert in transsexualism. This witness demonstrated through slides the various methods 
by which scientists define whether a person is male or female. The witness said that 
transsexualism represented only one sexual variant although it was not known whether its 
cause was chromosomal, gonadal or hormonal. Annicello expressed the opinion that if a 
person had a female psychic gender and underwent a sex reassignment operation, that 
person would be considerd female although no person is "absolutely" male or female.  
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Dr. Richard M. Samuels, a Ph.D. with a specialty in behavioral therapy and sexual 
dysfunctions, testified as an expert in psychology as it related to transsexualism. His 
definition of a transsexual was essentially the same as that given by the prior experts: 
"someone whose physical anatomy does not correspond to their [sic] sense of being, to 
their [sic] sense of gender." He also acknowledged that it was not [*82] known what 
caused that condition but he believed that it was probably a combination of neurological, 
chromosomal and environmental factors. [***7] Some psychological changes are noted 
following a sex reassignment operation. Thus, a transsexual was often depressed pre-
operatively, but after the operation he or she lived a "fuller and richer life" and was better 
able to overcome obstacles in employment, housing, social security and welfare benefits; 
a sense of satisfaction and relief was felt since the body was now in line with the psyche. 
For Dr. Samuels the most important factor in determining whether a person should have a 
sex reassignment operation was how consistently the patient lived in the chosen gender 
role. A sex reassignment operation did not determine a person's gender. After a 
transsexual underwent a sex reassignment operation to remove male organs, Dr. Samuels 
would characterize that person as a female.  

Defendant called as an expert witness Dr. T, a medical doctor who was defendant's 
[**207] adoptive father. Over plaintiffs objection he was allowed to testify as an expert. 
Dr. T classified sex at birth according to sexual anatomy. He described a female as "a 
person who has female organs in an anatomical sense, who has a vagina and a uterus and 
ovaries or at least has had them." The witness had heard [***8] all of the prior testimony 
and he said that in his opinion plaintiff was still a male because she did not have female 
organs. He did believe, however, that transsexuals existed and that they were people who 
had "the mental and emotional reactions of the opposite sex." On cross-examination Dr. 
T reiterated that it was the anatomy alone which determined the real sex of an individual 
and that gender in contrast to sex was not a significant factor. Although he was "very 
sympathetic to any male person" who had "the emotional and mental reactions of a 
female," since he knew that it was "very annoying," he still did not believe that that was 
determinative.  

The trial judge made careful findings of fact on this evidential record. He accepted the 
testimony concerning M.T.'s personal and medical history as related by her and her 
doctor. [*83] He noted that defendant knew of her condition and cooperated in her sex 
reassignment surgery. The parties married in New York and subsequently consummated 
their marriage by engaging in sexual intercourse. The judge also found that defendant 
later deserted plaintiff and failed to support her.  
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Drawing from the opinions of the experts the judge [***9] defined a transsexual as "an 
individual anatomically of one sex who firmly believes he belongs to the other sex." He 
enumerated the seven factors considered generally relevant to the determination of sex. 
According to the judge, a preoperative transsexual would appropriately be classified 
according to his anatomical sex. After a successful sex reassignment operation, however, 
"psychological sex and anatomical sex become consistent as to outward appearances." 
The judge ruled that plaintiff was of the female psychic gender all her life and that her 
anatomical change through surgery required the conclusion that she was a female at the 
time of the marriage ceremony. He stated:  

It is the opinion of the court that HN1 if the psychological choice of a person is medically 
sound, not a mere whim, and irreversible sex reassignment surgery has been performed, 
society has no right to prohibit the transsexual from leading a normal life. Are we to look 
upon this person as an exhibit in a circus side show? What harm has said person done to 
society? The entire area of transsexualism is repugnant to the nature of many persons 
within our society. However, this should not govern the legal acceptance [***10] of a 
fact. * * * 

Defendant's basic and continuing contention is that the marriage between him and 
plaintiff was a nullity because plaintiff was a male at the time of the ceremony. We 
disagree with this position and affirm the decision of the lower court.  

We accept -- and it is not disputed -- as the fundamental premise in this case that HN2 a 
lawful marriage requires the performance of a ceremonial marriage of two persons of the 
opposite sex, a male and a female. Despite winds of [*84] change, this understanding of a 
valid marriage is almost universal. Annotation, "Marriage Between Persons of Same 
Sex," 63 A.L.R. 3d 1199 (1975). In the matrimonial field the heterosexual union is usually 
regarded as the only one entitled to legal recognition and public sanction. 52 Am. Jur. 2d, 
Marriage, § 1 at 865; e.g. Singer v. Hara, 11 Wash. App. 247, 522 P. 2d 1187 (App. Ct. 
1974); B. v. B., 78 Misc. 2d 112, 355 N.Y.S. 2d 712 (Sup. Ct. 1974); Jones v. Hallahan, 
501 S.W. 2d 588 (Ky. Ct. App. 1973); Baker v. Nelson, 291 Minn. 310, 191 N.W. 2d 185 
(Sup. Ct. 1971), app. dism. 409 U.S. 810, 93 S. Ct. 37, 34 L. Ed. 2d [***11] 65 (1972).  

There is not the slightest doubt that New Jersey follows the overwhelming authority. 1 
[**208] The historic assumption in the application of common law and statutory 
strictures relating to marriages is that only persons who can become "man and wife" have 
the capacity to enter marriage. Cf. Winn v. Wiggins, 47 N.J. Super. 215, 220 (App. Div. 
1957); Jackson v. Jackson, 94 N.J. Eq. 233, 236-237 (E. & A. 1922); N.J.S.A. 37:1-10. 
HN3 The pertinent statutes relating to marriages and married persons do not contain any 
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explicit references to a requirement that marriage must be between a man and a woman. 
N.J.S.A. 37:1-1 et seq.; N.J.S.A. 2A:34-1 et seq. Nevertheless that statutory condition 
must be extrapolated. It is so strongly and firmly implied from a full reading of the 
statutes that a different legislative intent, [*85] one which would sanction a marriage 
between persons of the same sex, cannot be fathomed.  

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Footnotes - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

1 No issue was raised below or on appeal as to the state law applicable to this case. Our 
courts would generally look to the law of the place of the marriage ceremony to 
determine its validity unless contrary to public policy. Booker v. James Spence Iron 
Foundry, 80 N.J. Super. 68, 77-78 (App. Div. 1963); Winn v. Wiggins, 47 N.J. Super. 
215, 220 (App. Div. 1957). We have examined independently the statutory law of the 
State of New York ( New York Domestic Relations Law, §§ 5 through 25) and are 
satisfied that by its literal terms the marriage in this case would not by statute be 
prohibited. The current decisional law of New York, discussed infra, is not dispositive of 
the legal issue as to whether this marriage would be void or voidable in that state. Hence, 
we are free to apply the law of the State of New Jersey. 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 [***12] The issue must then be confronted whether the marriage between a male and a 
postoperative transsexual, who has surgically changed her external sexual anatomy from 
male to female, is to be regarded as a lawful marriage between a man and a woman.  

An English case, Corbett v. Corbett, 2 W.L.R. 1306, 2 All E.R. 33 (P.D.A. 1970) appears 
to be the only reported decision involving the validity of marriage of a true postoperative 
transsexual and a male person. The judge there held that the transsexual had failed to 
prove that she had changed her sex from male to female. The court subscribed to the 
opinion of the medical witnesses that "the biological sexual constitution of an individual 
is fixed at birth (at the latest), and cannot be changed, either by the natural development 
of organs of the opposite sex, or by medical or surgical means. The respondent's 
operation, therefore, cannot affect her true sex." 2 W.L.R. at 1323. It felt that three tests 
for sex should be used, the chromosomal, gonadal and genital, and when these were 
congruent sex for purposes of marriage should be determined accordingly. Id. at 1325. 
And, in view of the "essentially hetero-sexual character" [***13] of marriage, the test to 
determine sex must be biological, "for even the most extreme degree of transsexualism in 
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a male or the most severe hormonal imbalance which could exist in a person with male 
chromosomes, male gonads, and male genitalia, cannot reproduce a person who is 
naturally capable of performing the essential role of a woman in marriage." Id. at 1324-
1325. Based upon an assumed distinction between "sex" and "gender," the court held that 
"marriage is a relationship which depends on sex and not on gender." Id. at 1325. In 
addition, the judge was mindful that the marriage was unstable, brief and the sexual 
exchange between the parties -- the husband was a transvestite -- was ambivalent. He 
concluded on alternative grounds that the marriage had not been, and indeed could not be, 
consummated.  

 [*86] We cannot join the reasoning of the Corbett case. The evidence before this court 
teaches that there are several criteria or standards which may be relevant in determining 
the sex of an individual. It is true that the anatomical test, the genitalia of an individual, is 
unquestionably significant and probably in most instances indispensable. For example, 
sex [***14] classification of an individual at birth may as a practical matter rely upon this 
test. For [**209] other purposes, however, where sex differentiation is required or 
accepted, such as for public records, service in the branches of the armed forces, 
participation in certain regulated sports activities, eligibility for types of employment and 
the like, other tests in addition to genitalia may also be important. Comment, 
"Transsexualism, Sex Reassignment Surgery, and the Law," 56 Cornell L. Rev. 963, 992-
1002 (1971).  

Against the backdrop of the evidence in the present record we must disagree with the 
conclusion reached in Corbett that for purposes of marriage sex is somehow irrevocably 
cast at the moment of birth, and that for adjudging the capacity to enter marriage, sex in 
its biological sense should be the exclusive standard. On this score the case has not 
escaped critical review. Comment, supra, 56 Cornell L. Rev. at 1003-1007; Note, 
"Transsexuals in Limbo," 31 Md. L. Rev. 236, 244 (1971).  

Our departure from the Corbett thesis is not a matter of semantics. It stems from a 
fundamentally different understanding of what is meant by "sex" for marital [***15] 
purposes. The English court apparently felt that sex and gender were disparate 
phenomena. In a given case there may, of course, be such a difference. A preoperative 
transsexual is an example of that kind of disharmony, and most experts would be satisfied 
that the individual should be classified according to biological criteria. The evidence and 
authority which we have examined, however, show that a person's sex or sexuality 
embraces an individual's gender, that is, one's self-image, the deep psychological or 
emotional sense of sexual identity and character. Indeed, it has been observed that the 
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"psychological [*87] sex of an individual," while not serviceable for all purposes, is 
"practical, realistic and humane." Comment, supra, 56 Cornell L. Rev. at 969-970; cf. In 
re Anonymous, 57 Misc. 2d 813, 293 N.Y.S. 2d 834, 837 (Civ. Ct. 1968).  

The English court believed, we feel incorrectly, that an anatomical change of genitalia in 
the case of a transsexual cannot "affect her true sex." Its conclusion was rooted in the 
premise that "true sex" was required to be ascertained even for marital purposes by 
biological criteria. In the case of a transsexual following [***16] surgery, however, 
according to the expert testimony presented here, the dual tests of anatomy and gender 
are more significant. On this evidential demonstration, therefore, we are impelled to the 
conclusion that HN4 for marital purposes if the anatomical or genital features of a 
genuine transsexual are made to conform to the person's gender, psyche or psychological 
sex, then identity by sex must be governed by the congruence of these standards.  

Implicit in the reasoning underpinning our determination is the tacit but valid assumption 
of the lower court and the experts upon whom reliance was placed that for purposes of 
marriage under the circumstances of this case, it is the sexual capacity of the individual 
which must be scrutinized. Sexual capacity or sexuality in this frame of reference 
requires the coalescence of both the physical ability and the psychological and emotional 
orientation to engage in sexual intercourse as either a male or a female.  

Other decisions touching the marital status of a putative transsexual are not especially 
helpful. Anonymous v. Anonymous, 67 Misc. 2d 982, 325 N.Y.S. 2d 499 (Sup. Ct. 1971), 
cited by defendant, held a marriage a nullity, but [***17] there the two persons had never 
had sexual intercourse and had never lived together. Although it was claimed that 
respondent was a transsexual and had had an operation to remove his male organs after 
the marriage, there was no medical evidence of this. In B. v. B., supra, a female 
transsexual had had a hysterectomy and mastectomy but had not received any male [*88] 
organs and was incapable of performing sexually as a male. He had then married a 
normal female who later sued for an annulment on the ground that he had defrauded her 
by not informing her of his transsexualism and of the operation. The [**210] judge there 
held that even if defendant were a male and trapped in the body of a female, his 
attempted sex reassignment surgery had not successfully released him from that body.  

Anonymous v. Weiner, 50 Misc. 2d 380, 270 N.Y.S. 2d 319 (Sup. Ct. 1966), sustained the 
refusal by the New York City Board of Health to amend a sex designation on a birth 
certificate. The court acquiesced in the view of the administrative agency that "male-to-
female transsexuals are still chromosomally males while ostensibly females" and that the 
desire of the transsexual for [***18] "concealment of a change of sex * * * is outweighed 
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by the public interest for protection against fraud." 270 N.Y.S. 2d at 322. To reiterate, the 
chromosomal test of sex in this context is unhelpful. The potential for fraud, feared by the 
court, moreover, is effectively countered by the apt observation of the trial judge here: 
"The transsexual is not committing a fraud upon the public. In actuality she is doing her 
utmost to remove any false facade." Further, we note the Weiner case was sharply 
criticized in re Anonymous, supra, which ordered a change to a female name for a 
postoperative transsexual. The court concluded that the chromosomal test recommended 
by the New York Academy of Medicine and adopted by the court in Weiner was 
unrealistic and inhumane. It said:  

It has been suggested that there is some middle ground between the sexes, a "no-man's 
land" for those individuals who are neither truly "male" nor truly "female." Yet the 
standard is much too fixed for such far-out theories. Rather the application of a simple 
formula could and should be the test of gender, and that formula is as follows: HN5

Where there is disharmony between the psychological sex and [***19] the anatomical 
sex, the social sex or gender of the individual will be determined by the anatomical sex. 
Where, however, with or without medical intervention, the psychological sex and the 
anatomical sex are harmonized, then the social sex or gender of the individual should be 
made to conform to the harmonized status [*89] of the individual and, if such conformity 
requires changes of a statistical nature, then such changes should be made. Of course, 
such changes should be made only in those cases where physiological orientation is 
complete. [293 N.Y.S. 2d at 837] 

Another case, Hartin v. Director of the Bureau of Records, etc., 75 Misc. 2d 229, 347 
N.Y.S. 2d 515 (Sup. Ct. 1973), also rejected the request of a transsexual to amend a birth 
certificate. The court noted the administrative finding that a sex reassignment operation is 
"an experimental form of psychotherapy * * * mutilating surgery * * * that nonetheless 
does not change the body cells governing sexuality." 347 N.Y.S. 2d at 518. That 
reasoning, as well as the earlier Weiner decision, has been characterized as unsound and 
inadequate. Note, "Law and Transsexualism: A Faltering Response [***20] to a 
Conceptual Dilemma," 7 Conn. L. Rev. 288 (1975). Support for the views there expressed 
cannot be squared with the conclusions imposed by the record in this case.  

In sum, it has been established that an individual suffering from the condition of 
transsexualism is one with a disparity between his or her genitalia or anatomical sex and 
his or her gender, that is, the individual's strong and consistent emotional and 
psychological sense of sexual being. A transsexual in a proper case can be treated 
medically by certain supportive measures and through surgery to remove and replace 
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existing genitalia with sex organs which will coincide with the person's gender. If such 
sex reassignment surgery is successful and the postoperative transsexual is, by virtue of 
medical treatment, thereby possessed of the full capacity to function sexually as a male or 
female, as the case may be, we perceive no legal barrier, cognizable social taboo, or 
reason [**211] grounded in public policy to prevent that person's identification at least 
for purposes of marriage to the sex finally indicated.  

In this case the transsexual's gender and genitalia are no longer discordant; they have 
been harmonized [***21] through medical treatment. Plaintiff has become physically and 
[*90] psychologically unified and fully capable of sexual activity consistent with her 
reconciled sexual attributes of gender and anatomy. Consequently, plaintiff should be 
considered a member of the female sex for marital purposes. It follows that such an 
individual would have the capacity to enter into a valid marriage relationship with a 
person of the opposite sex and did do so here. In so ruling we do no more than give legal 
effect to a fait accompli, based upon medical judgment and action which are irreversible. 
Such recognition will promote the individual's quest for inner peace and personal 
happiness, while in no way disserving any societal interest, principle of public order or 
precept of morality.  

Accordingly, the court below correctly determined that plaintiff at the time of her 
marriage was a female and that defendant, a man, became her lawful husband, obligated 
to support her as his wife. The judgment of the court is therefore affirmed.  
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